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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
PROTECTIONIST
Washington Introduced the American System of Protection to
Domestic Labor and Industry, and Lincoln A ided m
Establishing and Perfecting That Syste m.
AT THE REQUEST OF THE AMERICAN PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE HON.
GEORGE B. CURTISS, OF BINGHAMTON, N. Y., AUTHOR OF "THE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONS"- ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT WORKS ON
PROTECTION THAT HAS EVER BEEN WRITTEN-AND ALSO AN HONORARY
MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE, HAS PREPARED
AN ARTICLE ENTITLED " ABRAHAM LINCOLN A PROTECTIONIST." THIS
ARTICLE APPEARED IN SECTIONS FROM WEEK TO WEEK IN THE AMERICAN
ECONOMIST, AND IS NOW PRINTED IN DOCUMENT FORM. MR. CURTISS HAS
BESTOWED UPON THIS SUBJECT MUCH THOUGHT, MUCH CARE AND EXTENDED RESEARCH. THE VALUE OF HIS LABORS IN THIS CONNECTION .CAN
HARDLY BE OVERESTIMATED.
Abra h am Linco l n One of t h e Grea t Pro•
tec ttonls ts o f t h e ,vorld.

Lincoln's public career as a writer,
speaker and Chief Executive, places him
In t h e foreground of the great constr uctive stat esmen a n d Protectionists of t h e
world. Washington Introduced the system of P r otection, and Lincol n perfected
it; Washington signed the first P r o tective Tariff law, and Lincoln s igned the
highest Protective Tarirt law ever
passed b y Congress. The Protective p olIcy intr oduced by Washington was supported by Adams, Jeffer son, Madison,
Monr oe, John Quincy Adams and Andr ew
Jackson . It stood for forty-five yea rs,
until overthrown by t he friends o f slave ry and the enemies of the Union, but
was r estored and perfect ed by Lincoln
and continued by Gran t, Hayes, Harrison

and McKinley. It was overthrown f or
three years by Cl eveland, with great
disaster to the country. It is now being
assailed by Woodrow Wilson, but the
spirit of Washington and Lincol n still
lives and the end i's not yet.
Decl arniie n s of Abraham L incoln,
H e Favored a "High Protective Tar iff."
" I am i n favor of a National Bank; I

am In favor of the interna l Improvemen t
system and a high Protective Tarif'C.
These are my sentiments and political
principles." (From Abraham Lincoln's
first political speech, 1832.)
Bow He Would Restrict Foreign T rade.
"If I be asked whet her I would de-

s t roy a ll commer ce I answer, certainly
not; I would continue It where it Is nece ssary a n d d iscontinue it where It is

llal obscurity, while his opinions on
every other great question upon which
he expressed himself have, during the
past twenty years, been given more
prominence, and l11s lifo and character
subjected lo greater r esearch and consideration than those of any other
s tatesman of modern times. As the
emancipator ot an enslaved race, and
the Chlet Executive who saved the life
of the American Republic, Abraham Lincoln stands out as one of the great historic characters ot the world. The exalted position which he attained as the
emancipator of a race and savior of a
country arrested the attention of the
world and turned historians and scholars to a critical Investigation of the
causes of bis success and the sources of
his power and influence. As the result
of a most searching Inquiry, he Is accepted today as America's greatest
President; as one of the wisest and most
profound statesmen of the world. Events
have proven that he was sound on every
great public question which he Investigated and upon which he expressed

not.
An l• stance: J woul<i continue
commerce so far as It is employed In
bringing us coffee, and I would discontinue It so far as It is employed in bringIng us cotton goods."
(From "Fragm ents ot Tari!? Discussion," 1847.)
The Abandonment of Prote.-tlon \ Vould
Produce \Vant nnd Ruin.

"The abandonment ot the Protective
policy by the American Government
must result in the increase or both useless labor and Idleness, and so, In proportion, must produce want and ruin
among our people." (From "Fragments
or Tarltt Discussion," 1847.)
'J'he Famot1s E pigram.

''Abraham Lincoln's first speech on
the Taritt question was short and to the
point. He said that he did not pretend
to be learned In political economy, but
that he thought he knew enough to
know that 'When an American pal(}
twenty dollara tor steel to an English
manufacturer, America had the steel and
England had the twenty dollars. But
when he paid twenty dollars for steel
to an American manufacturer, America
had both the steel and the twenty dollars.' That was the sum and substance
ot the Tarl!I" question as he viewed It.''
(Editorial In the Harvard Independent
of Harvard, Ill., of June 9, 1894, written
by Otis S. Eastman.)

opinio ns.

Abraham Lincoln, during his whole
public career, was a member of political
parties which favored as one of their
chief political doctrines the policy or
"Protection to home industries." He
joined the Whig party wben it was
formed, and remained a staunch supporter of Ile principl es until the Northern wing of that party united with the
Jackson o r Free Soil Democra.ta a.'nd
formed the Republican party In 1854.

llnd Not Changed Bis Views in 1850,
"I was an old Henry Clay Taritt W h ig.
In old times I made more speeches on
that subject than any other. I have not
since changed my views." (Letter from
Abraham Lincoln to Dr. Edward Wallace, October 11, 1859.)

Flrat Speech on the Tnrlft.

He Stood for the Re-publican Platform
of 1 800,

"In the Chicago platform there is a
plank upon this subject which should be
a general law to the Incoming administration. 1\"e should do neither more nor
less than we gave the peoJ)le reason to
believe we would when they gave us
their votes." (Speech of Abraham Lincoln, delh·ered at Pittsburg, Pa., February 16, 1861.)
"That while providing revenue tor the
support of the general government by
duties upon imports, sound policy requires such an adjustment of th-ese imposts as to encourage the development
ot the Industrial interest ot the whole
country; and we commend that policy
ot national exchanges which secures to
workingmen liberal wages, to agricul ture rem uneratlve prices, to mcchanica
and manufacturers adequate rewarel for
their skill, labor and enterprise, and to
the nation commercial prosperity and
independence." (Chicago Platform, 1860,
Section 12.)
Introduc tory.

The attitude of Abraham Lincoln on
th e Tariff question has been l eft In par-
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An account of Lincoln's first political
speech Is given by 1\"iUlam H. Herndon
(who had been his law partner) In his
"Life o f Abraham Lincoln," published
by D. Appleton & Co., pages 94 and 96.
Late In the political campaign of 1832
Lincoln returned from the Black Hawk
War, in which he had sen·ed as captai n
of a company, and announced himself as
a candidate for the legislature. Mr.
Herndon says:
"His maiden effort on the stump was a
speech on the occasion of a public sale
at Pappsvlllc, a village eleven miles
west of Springfield. Lincoln said:
"'Fellow Citizens: I presume you all
know who I am. I am the humble Abraham Lincoln. I have been solicited by
many friends to become a candidate tor
the legislature. M:y politics are short
and sweet, like the old woman's dance.
I am In tavor of a. National Ban k; I a m
in favor of the Internal Improvement
system and a high Protective Tarltt.
These are my sentiments and political
principles. It elected I shall be thankful; If not It will be all the same.'"
Lincoln was noted for saying a great
deal in a very tew words. This faculty,
which he possessed In such a high degree, was never better employed than
when In this flrst speech he said: "I a m

In fa\"or of (I) a National .Bank: (2) the
Internal Improvement system, and (3)
a high Protective Tarltt." T h ese were
the three g,·eat questions a t that time
In controversy between tho people of the
slave-holding and free States and around
· which centered the great debates tr, the
halls of Congress. In a letter written
to Dr. Wallace In 1859, he said:
"I was an old Henry C lay Tariff Whig.
Jn old times I made more speeches on
t hat subject than any other. I have not
s ince chanired my views."

form of Protection taught by Hamilton,
Matthew Carey, Henry Clay and the
great expounders of sound Protectionism.
U e nry Clay'" Tariff PrlAc lpleB.

"1.nt Is a High P~otectlve Tnrlff?
It is significant and shows his power
of d iscrimination and the precision with
which he spoke when he used the word
"high" In defining the kind ot a Tarlfl'
which he favored, for a.t this time the
enemies of AmE>rlcan Industries were demanding a low Tariff, or one imposed tor
"revenue only," while the friends of
American Industries favored rates of
duties high enough to Protect our manufacturers, producers and laborers from
the ruinous competition in our home
marlcet of the products of the poorlypaid labor of the Old World. -To the
Importer any rate of duty which re·
s trlcted the sale of foreign-made goods
in the American market was too high.
It was to him a high Tarlft. This was
equally true to the slaveholder and those
who favored a •r arll'f for revenue only,
or Free-Trade.
The low Tari(? advocates favored
Free-Trade, or the unrestricted purchase
of foreign-made goods. Instead of patronizing home Industries. Lincoln was
not o n ly In favor of a "high" Tarll't, but
a high Protective 'rarltt; that Is, a Tarltt of duties high enough to secure
to American manufacturers, producers,
agriculturalists and laborers the entire
home marltet. In order that our Industries might thrive, labor be fully employed, tho native resources and water
powers be utilized, ard the independence
and prosperity of the people be made
secure.

A H e nry Cloy T nrlff 'VhJg.

His statement in his letter to Dr.
Wallace, In 1859, that he was "an old
Henry Clay Tariff Whig" contains n volume of meaning. It covers the whole
ground, for Henry Clay was the greatest advocate of sound P rotectionist doctrines since Alexander Hamilton. He
was the lender of that body of statesmen
who gave effect to the great principles
expounded by Hamilton In the high Protective ~•arltt Jaws of 1824, 1828 and 1832.
Jt was Henry Clay who In one of his
great speeches gave to the Protective
Te.rift policy as advocated by Washington, Adams. Jcfterson, Madison, Monroe,
John Quincy Adams and Andrew J ackRon, our first eight Presidents, the name
"American ·System." So when Lincoln
i<nfd he was "an old Henry Clay Tarltt
Whig" It meant that he favored that
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Tho practical operation of the Protec•
t lve system as laid down by Hamilton
and expounded and defended by Henry
Clay in his great speeches, and what
would r esult from it, were defined as
f ollows:
First. That Protection was necessary
In order to establish a system of manufacturing.
Second. That by establishing a system
of manufacturing, these results w ould
follow:
L Diversification of Industries.
JI. iDlvislon of labor.
JII. The producer and consu mer would
bo brought together, saving to the consumer expense or transportation, com•
mission, etc.
IV. It would encourage home trade.
V. It would build up a home market.
VI. Encourage the immigration of
alclllecl artisans, manufacturers and agriculturists.
VIL Invite the Investment of foreign
and domestic capital In the establishment of domestic industries.
VIII. Give employment to labor at •
higher wages than are paid In the Old
,vorld.
IX. Stimulate the inventive genius o•
the people.
:'C Stimulate the industry of the
people.
XI. Insure to Industry the rewards of
Its labor.
XII. It would develop the resources of
tho country.
XIII. It would secure to the agriculturist at homo the most reliable and
1:1.rgcst possible market for the greatest
nirlety of the produce of the farm and
garden.
Third. That It shields the consumers
ot the country from foreign monopoly,
and the competition bet\Veen nati;e and
forel1:n manufacturers tends to r educe
the price of commodities to the levol of
fair profits based on the cost of procluetlon, under conditions existing at
home.
Fourth. That It Increases foreign
trade by stimulating the production of
n greater variety of domestic articles
!or export, and so adds to the wealth,
spendable Income and purchasing power
of the people that the Importation of
non-competing articles and luxuries will
be greatly augmented.
Fifth. That It t ends to secure a favorable balance of trade and prevents a
drain ot the precious metals.
Sixth. That It makes the nation lndeJ~endent of other nations in time of war.
Seventh. That It makes possible the
accumulation of capital which Is n ecesso.ry to the establishmen t of sound
banks, and the growth of agricul ture,

\

manufacturini;-, mining, shipping, means
of transportation, and everything upon
which the material well-being of the
people depends.

Clay In the Senate. Henry Clay pre•
sented a resolution setting forth the
system of levying duties ln accordance
with the Protective system, which provided that (1) non-competing commodities
ot foreign production, the llke of which
cannot be produced In the United States,
such as tea, coffeo, etc., should be admitted into the United States free of duty;
(2) that certain a1·ticles of luxury, although produced abroad, such as dia•
monds, fino jewelry, wines, liquors,
1;hou1d be Embject to tho payment ot
ch,tie!I :tor revel'lue purposes: (3) that
duties for tbs purpose ot 8ecuring ·their
production at l1ome be imposed on a ll
competing articles, or those articles the
lil,e of which might be produced in the
Uhited States. Under this syiltem rev•
cnues were to be t-educed b:Y repeitlinlo'
the duties On non-competing articles,
The system of Protection was to be pre•
served In a ll its Integrity. Thie plan was
embodied In the Protective law of 1832.
It met the violent opposition ot the
planters and Importers. The termer saw
at once that it meant the continuation
of a. public pollcy which would mal<e the
free States prosperous, rich and powerful, and the latter that the Importation
Into the United States of competing
manufactures would be diminished as
domestic Industries were established
and extended, and .In this respect t h at
branch of foreign commerce would be
injured and they would lose profits.

,vb.at Lincoln Meant.

It Is by becoming familiar with the

foregoing history and the pi·lnclples of
t.he Protective system that we are able
to understand what Lincoln meant when
he said, in 1832:
"I am In fo.vor of • • • a high
ProtectlVe ':l'ariff.'1 Arid '\vhat he tneant,
In 18591 '\vhen he said,
"! was an old Henry Clay Tarirt Whi;:;;.
l: have not since changed my views."
It \va~ during tho great debates on
the Tariff qUesllon between 1819 and
the close of the session of 1832 that
Henry Clay distinguished hi111self above
all other statesmen of that time as an
advocate of Protection. It was Henry
Clay that perfected and reduced to practical form the principles of Protection
enunciated by Alexander Hamilton In
his great 'Report on Manufactures. It
was Henry Clay who gave to Protection
the name "American System," and who,
In his great speech on March 80 and 31,
1824, said:
"The best security against the demor•
alizati ·n of society ls t!lo const ant and
profitable employment of Its members.
The greatest danger to public liberty Is
from Idleness and vice."
ln the same speech he a lso said:
"The greatest w1tnt of clvlllzed society
ls a market for the exchange and sale
or lts surpl us produce. This market
may exist at home or abroad, but i t must
exist somewhere if society prospers. The
home market is the first in order and
paramount in importance. The object
of the bill under consideration is to create this market and to Jay the foundation of a genuine American policy.''
Henry Cln'Y'.s Plan of Imposing Duties.

Prior to 1'832 no distinction was made
between
non-competing commodities,
luxuries and competing manufactures.
All were subjected to the payment of Import duties; some, distinctly for the pur- pose of raising revenue; others, both for
revenue and Protection. In 1832 we had
r eached a point where the nation:1.l debt
was extinguished, and a large surplus
of revenue was In the treasury. This
condition made a revision of the Tariff
necessary. It was at this time that the
Tariff q ue,;tion for the first time In our
history became a party question. It. was
a t this time that the Sou th declared in
favor of Free-Trade. It was at tbls time
that the slavery controversy plunged the
country into sectional politics and en·dangered the life of the nation.
The chief leaders of the Free-Trade
party were George MacDuffie of South
Carolina in the 'House, and Robert Y.
Hayne, of the same State. in the Senate; and of the Protectionist f'lrces, .John
~uincy Adams in the House, and Henry
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The Free•Trnde Plan of l mpoBlng D11tle11.
The F ree-Trade plan of levying duties
In the revision of the tariff was set
forth In a counter-proposition presented
by George MacDulfle, which provided for
the levying of duties on substantially
all articles, competing as well as non competing, at a uniform rate of 12½
per cent. ad valorem. The duties were
Intended to be so low that the manufactures already established In the free
States would be destroyed and the country would enter npon a policy of free international trade, the idea being that
our cotton, tobacco and all raw materials would be sent to England, and as
it was called, exchanged there for manufactures; it being contended that the
American people should be permitted to
buy their manufa,ctures where they
could buy the cheapest, and It being
conceded that wages were low in the Old
World, and that England had erected a n
enormous manufacturing system by industrial organization, the use of machinery and skilled artisans, and having
the ships to transport them to market,
could under Democratic r evenue duties
flood the American market with their
wares, force into bankruptcy every industry which had been established, a nd
through the power of competition forever prevent the establishment of a
system of manufactures on American
,;oil.

Orig in nn,1 )fe nnl ng o f O,e ,.-ortl "0nl1',"

position to lhe Protective system by the
Importers ot our great seaboard cities,
many of whom were ai;:-en ts of f or eign
manufacturers, and all attempting t o
prevent the establishment of domestic
manufactures in order that they might
make proflts by selling to the American people foreign made goods. The
shipping Interests of New Englo.nd and
the East, although favored until about
1828 with Protection to their business,
also opposed the building up of our n ative industries upon the theory tha t
by so much as our domestio raw materials were produced, and manufactures
were made In our domestic m ills for t he
supply or our home market, the Im po rts
of similar commodities b rough t from
abroad would be diminished and domestic materials would be worked up at
home instead of being exported, and
they would suffer a great loss In the
ocea1i carrying trade. It was from t h e
belief that as homo trade in domestic
commodities increased, foreign commerce in competing articles would be
ulminished, that t ho importers and t h e
ship owner cried out, "Pr otection injures our foreign commerce." Many persons engaged In trade, professions and
occupations not directly affected by the
Tal"iff were also led to believe that under a system of Free-Trade It wou ld be
to their advantage to buy manufactured
articles made abroad, and the farmer ot
the non-manufacturing sections ot t he
\Yestern States was advised that h e
oouia save money by buy ing from the
foreign manufacturers rather than from
the American. So a formidable party In
favor of Free-Trade, composed of the
c lements mentioned In the North, unitIng with the slaveholding i n terests, was
organized by the Democratic party
which waged an incessant and aggressive political warfare o.gainst the establishment and extension of American industries.

'.rhe South also took the 1>osition that
Congress had no power under the Constitution to levy du ties !or the purpose
of fostering and encouraging the establishm en t of our Industries. The importIng and shipping Interests of the Northern States and many persons in other
occupations composing the Northern
wing of the Democratic party, while
being In favor ot Free-Trade, did not
fully concur with the r cp rcsentallvcs
of the planting States on the Constitutional question.
This subject was
brought before the Free-Trade con,·ention h eld In Philadelphia in 1si1. which
by resolution dccJa,red th a t "they atlmit
the power of Congress to levy and collect such duties as they may deem necessary for the purpose of revenue, and
within those limits to arrange those
duties so as to 'inciden t,i,lly and to that
ex tent give Protection to the manufo.cturers.'"

This principle .Judge .Job .Johnson, of
South Co.rolina, represent Ing the Southern delegation, declared "was to give
away the whole case, fatal to the cause
of Free-Trade and fatal to the constitutional argument."
The proposition that the Constitution
would permit revenue duties which "Incidentally" or, as an incident the1·eto,
might afford a small degree o! Protection, was rejected -by the new Democratic party, and to express such dissent, the ter m "Tarlft for revenue only"
was adopted. '.rh us by the use of the
word "only" every vestige of Protection
was excluded. 'l'hls was th e origin of
the expression "A Tarin: for revenue
only."
Differe n ce Defween Protecth·e DutleN
und Dutle.11 f o r n evenue.

M r. Calhoun, In a speech before the
Senate In 1842, gave a clear and deflnlte
i nterpretation of " a Tarit'f for revenue
only" policy. Ho said:
"No two things, Senator, o.re more
different than the duties tor revenue and
Protection. They are as opposite as light
a nd darkness. The one Is friendly and
t h e other hostile to the Importation of
the articles on which they may be Imposed. Revenue seeks not to exc lude
o r diminish the amount Imported. On
t h e contrary, If It should be the reault,
It neither designed nor desired It. While
It takes, it patronizes; and patronizes
that It may take more. It Is the reverse
In every respect with Protection-It
seeks, dh·ectl y, exclusion or diminution.
Jt is the desir ed result, an d If It falls In
It t h en It fails In Its object."
A Tarin: for reven ue only, t h en, seeks
to accomplish two essential purposes:
F i rst, to raise revenue on duties from
Imports for the support of the Government; second, t o , Ox the duties at such
a low rate that Protection Is made Impossible.
T h e South was supported In its op-

N ulllflc ntlon nncl Sec e11,.lon.

South Carolina led the way In 1832 by
passing an ordinance declaring null and
,·old the Pt·otoctive 'l.'ariff law or 1832,
nnd threatened to secede from tho Union
In case President Jackson attempted to
enforce tho collection of duties at the
port of Cho.rleston. TbIs was the first
overt act threatening the life of the nation by tho slaveholdlng interests. Before General .Jackson had entered upon
the flrst year of his second term, as
President, he was confronted with a
most alarming condition of affairs. Civil
war and the dissolution of the Union
was threatened. Tho Tariff of 1 832 w as
made the pretext for this threatened revolt. The people of the !ree States were
compelled to choose between two alter natives, a coercion or t h e State of South
Carolina by military force, or the abandonment of the Protective system.
The C ompromll,e of 1833,

s

So many con g r essmen throughout the
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North were in !avor ot yielding this
point to the South, temporarily at least,
that the Compromise act of 1 833 was e nacted, under which the d uties of the existing law were to be reduced, was
passed, providing for a reduction of
duties on a sliding scal e ; 1 0 p er cent. of
the excess of duties above 20 per cent.
was to b e take n off every two years, until finally in 1842 a system of uniform ad
valorem duties of 20 per cent. was to be
established.
Th e New D e m oc.,utlc P o rty .
The n ew Democratic party was organized, and nominated Martin VanBuren
for President, and presen t e d its first
declaration of party principles In resolutions adopted by Its National Convention in 1836. It declared that Congress
had no power under the Constitution to
g rant a charte1· for a National Bank,
lo app1·opriate money for the improvement of hig hways and other public improvements, or to impose duties on impo1·ts to foster and Protect home Industries. 'rhis was its business creed. It
a l s o favored the Protection and extension of s l avery, State sovereignty, a nd
the right of secession. F r om this time
until 1861 it controlled the United S tates
Senate, and failed in the ele1>tion of a
President only t w ice, 1 8,J0 and 1348. To
make the control of the slave Stat es
supreme over the party, It in 1836 adopted the two-thirds rule in i t s P r esiden tial
nominations. Its party control then became a mere matter of political bargain
and sale. Martin VanBuren's famous
maxim, " Carry the South by going with
the south, and the North by party mac hinery," became t h e k eynote of Democr acy.
"\V h e n

Cotto n

"\Va,i ICln;;.

The most authoritative account of the
causes which ind uced the people of the
slave Stat es to oppose the pol icy of Prot ec tion and f avor the doctrine of F r eeTrade is found in a worlc entitled " Cotton Is King" and "Pro-slavery A r gu ments," edited by E. N. Elliott, LL.D.,
President of the Planter's College of
Mississipp i, p ublished in Atlanta, Ga., by
Pritchard, Abb<>tt & Loomis, In 1860. The
part from which the following quotations are taken was written by Da,•id
Christie. Esq., and published under the
title of "Cotton Is King, or Slavery in
the Light of Political Economy." F rom
the following extracts we h ave the entire s ch eme unfolded:
"'rhe l ogical conclusion, from these
different results, was that th e less provisions and the m ore cotton grown by
the plante r, the greater w ould be his
profits. This must be noted with special
care. :Markets for the surplus products
of the farmer of the North were equally
as important t o hi m as the supply of
provisions was to the planter. But the
planter , to b e eminently s uccessfu l. must
purchase his supplies a t the l owest pos-
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aible prices; while the farmer, to secure
his prosperity, must sell his p roduc t s al
the highest possible rates. Few, Indeed.
can be so ill-Informed .as not to know
that these two topics for many y ears
were involved in the "Free-Trade" and
"Protecti ve Tarif!" doctrines, and afforded the material o! the political contests between the· North and the Southbetween free labor and slave labor. A
very brief notice of the history of that
controversy will demonstrate the truth
of this assertion.
"A manufacturing population, with its
mechanical coadj utors in the m idst of
the provision - g rowers, on a scale such
as the Protective policy contemplated,
it was conceived, would create a permanent market for thei r products, and enhance the price; whereas, if this manu facturing c ould be prevented, and a system of Free-Trade adopted, the S o uth
would constitute t h e principal provision
market of the country, and the ferti l e
lands of the North supply the cheap !ood
demanded for i t s slaves.
For success In th e foreign markets they
relied, mainly, upon preparing themsel ves to produce cotton at the r educed
prices then prevailing In Europe. All
agricultural products, except cotton,
bemg excluded from foreign m a rkets, the
planters found themselves almost the
sole exporters of the country; and it was
to them a source of chagrin that the
North did n ot, at once, co-oper ate with
them In augmenting the commerce of the
nation.
"At this point in the history of the
con t roversy politicians f ound it an easy
matter to produce feeling of the deepest
hostility between the opposing parties.
The planters wer e l ed to believe that t h e
millions of revenue collected oft the
goods Imported was so much deducted
from the val ue of the cotton that paitl
for them, either In the diminished price
they r eceived abroad, or in the increased
price which they pai d for the imported
articles. To enhance the d uties, for the
Protection of our manufacturers, they
wer e persuaded woul d be so much of an
additional t a x upon themselves, for the
benefit of the North; and, besides, t o
give t h e manufacturer such a monopoly
of the home market for his fabrics would
enabl e him to char ge pu1·chasers an ex cess over the true value of his stuffs, t o
the whole amount of the duty. By the
Protect ive policy, the planters expected
to have the cost of both provisions and
clotlling Increased, and their ability to
monopolize the f oreign markets dimin ished i n a corresponding degree. If they
could establish Free-'l'rade, it would insure the American m a rket to foreign
manufacturers; secure the fore ign mark ets fo r their leading staple; repress
home man ufactu r es ; force a la r ge number of th e Northern men Into agricu lture; mu ltiply the growth and diminish
the price of provisions; feed and clothe
their slaves at lower rates; produce their

cent ers woul(I spring- up everywhere;
that industries wo uld follow t h e settlers
into the n ew States; that the whole
North would become a scene of thrift,
industry and prosperity.
The opposition to Protection by
the p l anters was based on the belief that
t he free States under Its lnnuence would
soon become so populous, so strong and
powerful that they would outvote the
slave States in the halls of Congress,
and the political equilibrium between the
two sections of the co untry would be
d estroyed. It was to prevent the happening of such events that the planters
attempted to k eep the North poor and
backward by preventing thE' ·establishment of a system of manufactures. So
when we come to consider the objections
which they interposed against the Ame,rican system, instead of finding any reason for the support of Free- T r ade or a
low 'l'aril! policy based on national welfare, the very reverse appears, and their
contentions vindicate the wisdom and
justice of the Protective system,

cotton for a third 01· fourth o f former
prices; rival all other countr ies in its
cultivation ; monopolize the trade in the
article throughout the whole of Europe,
and build up a commer ce and navy that
would make us ruler of the s eas.
"Out of this conviction grew t he war
upon corporations; the hostili t y to the
employment of foreign capital In developing the mineral, agricultural and
manufacturing resources of the country;
the efforts to destroy the b anks and
the credit system; the attempts to r educe
the currency to gold and s ilver; the sys- .
t ern o f collecting the public r even ues In
coin; the withdrawal of the public
moneys f rom all the banks as a basis
of paper circulation; and the sleepless
v igilance of the South in r esisting all
systems of Internal improvements by the
general government. Its statesmen f o r esaw that a paper cu rrency would kee1>
u p the price of Northern products one or
two hundred per cent. above the specie
standard; that combinations of capitalists, whether engaged in manufacturing
wool, cotton, or iron, would draw on:
labor from the cultivation of the soil,
and cause l arge bodies of the producers
to become consumers; and that r oads and
canals, connecting the West with the
East, were effectual means of bringing
the a g ricultural and manufacturing
classes in t o closer proximity, to the serious limitation of the foreign commerce
of the country, the checking of the
g-rowth of the navy, and the manifest injury of planters.
Besides this, the abolition movement
at that moment, 1832, had assumed its
most threatening aspect, and w as d emanding the destruction of slavery or
the dissolution of the Union. Hore was
a double motive operating to produce
harmony in tho ranks of Southern politicians, and to awaken the fears of man~·.
Nor th and South, for the safety of the
g overnment. Here, also, was the origin
of the d etermination, In the 1:louth, to extend slavery by the annexation of t erritory, so as to g-aln the political preponaerance in the national councils, and t o
protect its Interests against the i i:,terference of the Nor th."

Li n c o ln'"' P olit ical Princ ip l es.

Lincoln was opposed to each one of
the Democratic doctrines. He favored a
National Bank; the system of internal
i mprovements ; a Protective Tariff; the
sovereignty of the people under the perpetual union of the States, and the
power$ of Congress under the Constitution as expounded by Daniel Webster.
He eoitld not favor a National Ban i<, nor
the syst em of internal improvements, nor
lhe non-extension and abolition of s l avery, without being a Protectionist.
F ailure o f Fre e - T rnde. Th e PanJc 1837
to 1842,

The Compromise act was adopted when
the industries of the North were in a
flourishing condi tion and the people were
enjoying a high state of prosperity. A
repetition of their .experience under the
l ow Tariff of 1816 came upon them as
Prote<1tlon g-radually disappeared under
the sliding scale of reductions. F irst,
the country was v isited w i t h a severe
financial panic, followed by a period of
business and Industrial depression, con tinuing from about 1 838 to the restoration of Protection under the Tariff act
of 1$42. The four years between 1838
and 1S43 were perhaps more disastrous
than the four years imm ediately preceding the enactmen t of the act of 1824.
'£he country was flooded with foreig-n
made goods; factories were closed ; many
went into bankruptcy; labor was idle ;
no sale for commodities of any kind at
remunerative prices; the balance of trade
turned against us; revenues were Insufficient; the public treasury was banki·upt and the credit of the nation ruined.
These conditions brought about a r eYolt against VanBuren's admin lstration
and the e l ection of Harrison and Tyler
in 1840.
Harrison, a Northern man,
standing for Whig principl es, died

The y A greed a s t o Effects and R esu lt:<.

An analysis of the debates on the subject shows that there was p erfect agreement b et ween the Protectionists of th e
North and t h e Free-Traders of the South
on the question of the necessary influ ence of the policy of Protection in
building up the industries of the n ation.
It was conceded by the Free-Traders
that through Protection manufactures
would be established; skille d manu·facturers and artisans would come from the
Old W orld and establish t hemsel ves in
America; that Immig ration would be
stimulated to people the tree States; tha t
capital would now In from abroa d and
n ew capital would be created at home;
that villages, ci ties and great Industrial
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shortly after he was Inaugurated, a nd
'J'yler, a Virginian, believing 111 the
1,olllical doctrines ot the slaveholders,
became President, and after Interposing
his veto against several Tarilt bills, he
was finally compelled, on account of the
slate of the 'J.'reasury, to sign the highly
Protective act of 1842.

first s1>cech announcing hi s position,
heretofore quoted, Is given by bis law
partn er, llir. Herndon. His next published
statement Is found In a circu lar Issued
by a Committee of the Whig Party for
the State of Illinois, dated March 4, 1843,
addressed to the peop le of that £tate.
It ls signed by Abraham Lincoln, S. T.
Logan and A. T. Bledsoe, and was written by Lincoln, published In "Complete
Works of Abraham Lincoln," edited by
J ohn G. Nicolay and John Hay, (edition
de Luxe), published by Francis D. Tandy
C:o., :--c w York, Vol. l, pages 213-247, as
follows:

Protection Overthrown. The A c t of 1 846.

Notwi thstan ding tho tact that industries revived and prosperity camo back
as by magic, the warfare against the
Protective system was still continued by
the ,Democratic party. In 1843 they were
struggling to repeal the act of 18<12; in
1844 Henry Clay was beaten on tho 'l'arifC
Issue, and James re. Polk, a. Free-Trader,
was elected President, and upon his Inauguration the Walker Tariff law ot
18-16, completely overthrowing tho Prot ect ive system, was enacted. At this
time the South accomplished the annexation of Texas; declared war on Mexico,
and added the territories of California,
Now Mexico, and Arizona to our public
domain. Growing out of the annexation
of Texas and the acquisition of these
new terr itories, the controversy over
slavery was renewed, divided and disrupted old political parties and grew in
Intensity and violence untll the accosslon
of the Southern States In 1861, the South
struggling to perpetuate and C."<tend
slavery in all of Its territories, and those
In favor or freedom struggling to prevent Its fu r ther extension. ancl flnally
to bring about Its total extinction.

P rotective Circulnr Writte n b y Lin col n.

Tlae Tari ff nn b1me from 1840 t o 1846.

Abraham Lincoln entered public life at
a time when the Tariff question attracted pcrhaJ>S mor e attention and was
more widely and thoroughly discussed
In Congress and out, than during any
similar period of our history. The debates In Congress on the subject, from
1824 to 1832, were participated In by the
greatest statesmen of the limes, and during no period of our congressional history Is there to be found in its re.cords
d ebates on the subject conducted with
greater talent, learning and ability than
during these years. ,\ hile there was a
lull In the contro,•ersy following the
Compromise act of 1s:s, the disastrous
consequences which resulted from It revived a discussion of tho question, a nd
from 1838 to th o enactment of tho Walker Tarllt act of 1846, It was disc u ssed by
tho people In every neighborhood, community, town, county and state of the
Union. It was during this time and under these concllllons that Abraham Lincoln announced himself :n favor of a
high Protective Tariff, and ,;aid that he
was a Henry Clay Tariff Whig, and made
moro speeches on tho Tariff question
than any other.
Very little was written by Lincoln on
the Tarltt. Although he made many
speeches on tho subject, yet they do not
appear to have been published. H is
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"Clrculn.r from Whig Committee, March
4, 18 43. Address to the People ot Illinois.
"Fellow-Citizens : By a resolution oC
a meeting of suc h of the Whigs of the
State as az·e now at Spr!ngfleltl, we, the
undersigned, wero appointed to p1·e1>arc
an address to you. The performanc e or
that tas k we now undertake.
"Several resolutions were adopted by
the meeting; and the ch ief obJect or th l~
address Is to show briefly the reasons for
their adoption.
"The first of those resolutions dec lares
a Tariff of duties upon foreign importations, p1·oducing sufficient revenue for
the supJ)ort of tho General Covernmcn t,
and so adjusted as to Protec t American
industry, to be indispensably necessary
to tho prosperity ot the American p eople and the second declares direct taxation for a national revenue to be Improper. Those two rcsolullons are kindred In their nature, and therefore proper and convenient to be considered together. The question of Protection Is a
subject entirely too broad to be crowded
Into a f e w pages only, together with several other sub~cc ts. On that point we
therefore content ourselves with giving
the following extracts from the writings
of Mr. Jefferson, Genera l Jac k son, and
the speech of llfr. Calhoun:
"'To be Independent tor the comforts
oC life, we must fabricate them oursel ves, ,ve must now place the manufacturer by the s ide of the agrieulturallst. The grand Inquiry now Is, Shall
we mako our own comforts, or go without thorn at the will or a f oreign nati on~
1-fe, therefore, wl10 is now against domestic manufactures must bo for r educing us either to dependence on that foreign nation, or to be clothed In skins and
to live like wild beasts In dens aml
caverns. I am not one of those; experience h as taught me that manufactures
are now as necessary to our Independence as to our comfort.'-Lettcr of lllr.
J efferson to Benjamin Austin. [1817).
" 'I aslc, What Is the re al situation of
the agricu l tu ralist? Where has the American farmer a mnrket for his surplus
produce? Except for cotton, he has
neither a foreign nor a home market.
Does not this clearly prove, when there
Is no ma,·ket at home or abroad, that

are only delaying an open avowal of the
system till they can assure th emselves
that the peopl e will tolerate it.
"Let us, then, briefl y compare the
two systems. The TarifI is the cheaper
system, because the duties, being col lected in large parcels at a few commercial po ints, will require comparatively
few officers in their collection; while by
the direct-tax system the land must be
literally covered with assessors and coll ectors, going forth like swarms of Egyptian locusts, devouring every blade of
grass and other green thing. And, again,
by the Tariff system the whole revenue
is paid by the consumers of foreign
goods, and those chiefly the luxuries, and
not the necessaries, of l ife.
• By this system the man who contents
himself to live upon the products of his
own cou ntry pays nothing at all. And
surely that country is extensive e nough,
and its products a bundant and varied
enough, to a nswer all the real wants of
its peopl e. In short, by this system t h e
burden of r evenue falls almost entirel y
on the wealthy and l uxurious few, while
the substantial and laboring many who
Jive at hom e, ancT upon home products,
go entirely free. By the direct tax syst em none can escal)e. However, strictly
the citizen may exclude from his prem ises all f o r eign luxurie s- fine cloths, tine
silks, ric h wines, golden chains, and d iamond rings-still, for the possession of
his house, his barn, and his homespun,
h e is to be perpetually h aunted and harassed by the tax-gatherer. With these
views we leave it to be determined
whethe r we or our opponents are the
more truly democratic on the subject."
Signed by A. Lin coln, S. T. Logan, A.
'l'. Bledsoe. Date d March 4, 1843.
('"Complete Works of Abraham Lincoln," Vol. 1, Pages 243- 247).

there [is) too much labor employed in
agricultitre? Common sense at once
points out the remedy. Take from agricul ture six hundred thousand men,
women, and children, and you will a t
once give a market for more breadstuffs
than all Europe now furnishes. In short,
we have been too long subject to the policy of British merchants. It is time we
should become a little more Americanized, and instead of feeding the paupers
and l aborers of England. feed our own;
or el se In a short time, by continuing our
present policy, we shall all be rendered
~o paupers ourselves.'-General Jackson's
Letter to Dr. Coleman. (1824].
•• 'When our manufactures are g rown
to a cru-tain perfection, as they soon will
be, under the fostering care of government, the farm er will find a ready mark et for his surplus produce, and-what
is of equal consequence-a certain and
cheap supply of all he wants; his pros.
p e1•ity will diffuse itself to every class of
the community.'-'$peech of Hon. J. C.
Calhoun on the TariO:. [1816].
R e venue Lost 'l'bro u g b F r ee-Trade.

" The question of revenue we wiJJ now
briefly consider. For several years past
the revenues of the government have
been unequal to its expenditures, and
consequently loan after loa n, sometimes
direct and sometimes indirect in form,
has been resorted to. By this means a
new national debt has been created, a.n d
is still growing on us with a rapidity
fearful to contemplat- rapidity only
reasonably to be expected in time of war.
This state of things has been produced
by a J)revailing unwillingness either to
increase the Tariff or resort to direct
taxation. But the one or the other must
come. Coming expenclitures must b e met,
and the present debt must be paid; and
money cannot always be borrowed for
these objects. The system of l oans ls
but temporary in its nature, and must
soon explode. It is a system not only
ruinous while it lasts, but one that must
soon fail and leave us destitute. As an
individual who undertakes to live by
borrowing soon finds his original means
devoured by interest, and, next, no one
l eft to borrow from, so must it be with a
government.
"We repeat, t h en, that a Tariff ,;ufflcient for revenue, or a direct tax , must
soon be resorted to; and, indeed, w e believe this alte rnative is now denied by
no one.
But wh ich .system shall be
adopted? Some of our opponents, in theory, admit the propriety of a 'l'arlff sufficient for a revenue: but even they will
not in prac t ice vote for such a Tariff;
while others boldly advocate direct taxation. Tnasmuch, there fore, as some of
them boldly advocate direct taxation, and
all the rest-or so nearly all as to make
exceptions needless.--refuse to adopt the
'l.'ariff, we think it is doing them no injustice to class them all as advocates of
flirect taxation. Indeed, we believe the y

Complete E ndorHement of Protec tion.
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In the introi:luctory paragraph briefly
stating the substance of the resolutions
adopted by the committee, it is declared
that Protective du t i es are "indispensably
necessary to the prosperity of the Amer ican p eople." A more complete endorsem ent of the Protective system c ould not
be m a de. This is followed by the quotations from the utte r a n ces of three emin ent Democ rats, made b e fore the Tariff:
question b ecame a party issue, and be f o re the modern Democratic party es•
poused the cause of slavery, John C. Calhoun, who was a staunch Protectionist
until 1 S2S, when he changed h is opinions
in the interest of slaveholders; Thomas
Jefferson, who as President signed the
acts of Congress of March 27, 1804, March
3, 1807, and March 4, 1808, which increased duties and extended Protection
to n ew industri es. rt was Jefferson who
in his message to Congress In 1806 opposed red ucing the Tariff to g et rid of a
surpJus r evenue. Re said: "'Shall we suppress the import and give that advantage to foreign over domestic lndus-

\

the act of 1842. From 1838 to 1842 ther e
was a deficiency In the Treasury of $22,590,000; from 1837 to 1841 the administration borrowed $30,000,000. The public
treasury was without credit and bankrupt. Unable to borrow mon ey at home
the Government sent Commissioners lo
Europe In 1840 with instructions to place
a loan of $12,000,000. The effort failed.
The government then advertised for a
popular l oan, and only $250,000 was offered by different parties at rates of interest ranging from 28 to 32 per cent.
per annum. In 1841 the Speaker of the
House of Representatives borrowed on
bis personal credit $100,000 to loan to
Congressmen in order that they might
receive their salaries.
Hence, the administration was presented with the situation as stated by
i\:lr. Lincoln:
"We repeat, then, that a Tariff sumcient for r evenue, or a direct tax, must
soon be resorted to."

tries'?" Instead ho\vever, of advising a
reduction of Protective duties, he r ecommended the application of the surplus
i·evenue to "public education, roads, rivers, canals, and such other objects of
public Improvement as it may be thought
proper."
1

Je fferson n Defender of Prote ctJon.
During the e ight years that he was
President, Jefferson was one of the
staunch defenders of Protection.
In
1809 he wrote to Thomas Leiper, of
Philadelphia, as follows: .
"I have lately Inculcated the encouragement of manufactures to the extent
of our own consumption, at l east In all
articles of which we raise the raw material. On this, the Federal papers and
meetings nave sounded the alarm of the
Chinese policy, destruction of commerce,
e tc. • • • This absurd hue and cry
has contributed much to federalize New
England; their doctrine goes to tl1e sacrificing of agriculture and manufactures
to comme rce; to the call in g all our people
from the interior country to a seashore
to turn merchants; and to convert this
great agricultural country into a City
of Amsterdam. But I trust the good
sense of our country will see that its
greatest prosperity depends on a due balance between agrfoulture, manufactures
and commerce."
To Governor Jay, a little later, he
wrote:
"An equilibrium of agriculture, manufactures and commerce ls certainly becoming essential to our Independence."
The third paragraph is from Andrew
Jackson's famous letter to Dr. Col eman.

L incoln's A rg n1:n e nts Confir med b y S ub-

Nequen t Event8.
Mr. Lincoln then states that a resort
to the system or direct taxation was
then favored by the Democratic party
and was inevitable if their Tariff system
was restored. Rather than see the industries of the free ·States revived by
Protection, they would leave them to
perish and levy direct t axes for the sup port of the government. Mr. Lincoln
had such a profound understanding,
gained not only from the practical application of the Democratic plan between
1838 and 1842, but from the scientific
principles upon which it is based, that
he fully realized that it must fail whenever tried. Subsequent events h ave justified this contention.
'l'he Tariff for revenue only, known a$
the Walker Tarirr, passed in 1846, a.nd
1·eductions made hy the act ef 1857,
brought about the same condition of the
Treasury and so embarrassed Buchanan·,.
administration that he found himself
w ith a deficiency of $70,0 00,000. a. national debt increased by $45,000,000, for
money borrowed to pay the ordinary expen8es of the government, and produced
a period of ha1·d times even worse than
that of 1838 to 1842.

'l'w o Syst e 111s Contra ste d.

Aiter distinctly approving the Protective system as means of developing the
resources and industries of the cou ntry
and making the people prosperous. the
two systems, as methods of providing
revenue for the national treasury, are
considered and contrasted. In the outset
it is stated that the Tariff for revenue
only, adopted in 1833 and practiced until
1842, had proven a complete failure. This
was the first trial which had been made
of the Free- Tracie plan. lts first effect
was to greatly stimulate Imports, which
suddenly increased from $108,000,000 in
18 34 to $176,000,000 in 1836. Within four
years our imports exceeded our exports
by $99,000,000.
The total balance of
trade against us from 1834 to 1836 was
$116,332,000. A financial panic came in
1837. During lhe year of 1839 the ad,·erse balance of trade, including the export of $8,776,000 of specie, was about
$44,000,000. From 1839 to 1842 over $10,000,000 of spec'ie was exported; a foreign
debt fot· merchandise purchased of over
P0,000,000 was created; the industries of
the countt·y were paralyzed, and a period
of hard times set In which spread all
over the country. and pros;>erity dicl not
return until Protection Y,a~ restored by

BucJ1a nnn Turned t o
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Protec tion .

In his message te Congress of December, 1857, President Buchanan said:
"Panic a.nd distress of a fearful character prevail throughout the land, Our
laboring population is without employment and consequently deprived of the
means of earning their bread. Indeed all
hope seems to have deserted the minds
of men." Mr. Buchanan finally acquiesced
in a return to Protection and signed the
1\'lorrlll Tariff Bill, March 2, 1861.
Grove,· Cleveland had the same experience with a reYenue Tariff, and was
c"~1pelled to borrow $250,000,000.
No Democratic President, how ever, has

Mr. Lincoln entered politic11 upon h ie
return from the Black Hawlc War in
1832, at the age of 23 years, as a candidate for the Illinois Legislature. Notwithstanding his defeat. he entered the
field again and was elected to that body
successively In 1834, 1836, 1838, and 1840.
He was Presidential E lector on the Whig
ticket in 1840, 1844. 1848, and In 1846 he
was elected to Congress, serving one
term, He received votes in the National
nepublican Convention of 1856 for the
oftlce of Vice-President. In 1844 h e
stumped the State of lllinois tor Henry
Clay. In 1848 he was called to Massachusetts and made speeches tor the Whig
party to counteract the influence of
Henry Wilson, Charles Francis Adams,
Charles S.u mner, Stephen C. Phillips, E.
J~ockwood Tloar, Richard H. Dana, Jr.,
Anson Burlingame and John A. Andrews,
who had revolted against the nomination
of General Taylor. 'l'ho Lowell Journal
nnd Courier In lts Issue of September
18th, 184S, said of Mr. Lincoln's speech
at that place:
"It was replete with good sense. sound
reasoning and lneslstlb le argument, and
spoken with that perfect command of
manner and matter which so eminently
distinguishes the Western orators."

been bold enough to resort to direct taxation In aid of a deficiency creating
Free-Trade Tariff law until Woodrow
Wilson gave It another trial, the burdens
of whose policy are oppressing nearly
eve ry citizen, and whose tax assessors,
as Lincoln said, •'are going forth like
swarms of Egyptian locusts, devouring
every blade of g rass and every green
thing." Lincoln was a great prophet,
uut he ,vas a great prophet because be
understood the subject.
'.l'ho"e " 'ho l'ny Tariff Dutle ,..

Mr. Lincoln then takes UD tbe effect
of the two systems on the consumers
and shows that It Is only the consumers
of foreign made goods who pay any part
or the duties levied; that by the Protective system "the man who contents himsell to Jive on the products of his own
country pays nothing at all," and then
follows a recognition of the wond,erful
resources of our cour.try and the capacity or our people In the statement: "And
surely that country ls extensive enough,
and Its products abundant and varied
enough to answer all of the real wants
of Its people."
He then states that under the Protective system, "the burthen of revenue
falls almost entire!~· on the wealthy and
luxurious few, while the substantial and
laboring many who li\'e at home, and
upon home products, go entirely free."
The Importance to be attached to the
"Whig circular Is found not alone In the
fact that it contains an unqualified endorsement of the Protective policy, b ut
the carefully considered discussion ot
the revenue f eatures of the opposing
Tarin'. policies. The objections to the
P rotective pollcy then being urged by
the Free-Tr11.ders ar.e speelftcally and
completely answered.

From t lte Legis lature to the Presidency.

In 1843 h e was a member of the Whig
Central Campaign Committee ot the
State, and tor many years was one o f
Illinois' most influential public men. He
fought his way step by step from a
member of the Legislature In 1835 to the
Presidency In 1860. Ile was never for a
moment out of politics. He was, year by
ye11r, extending his a..:quaintance, studyIng and mastering the grc,i.t political
questions of the day, and storing up information and reasoning out problems
which enabled him In his great debat<wlth Stephen A. Douglas In 185S, and in
speeches which ho <kllvered at SpringOelcl, Columbus, rtn<'lnnati, Cooper Jntttltute and other places, to present tho
sl:wery question beCoro the people of the
United States In an entirely new aspect.
lt was Lincoln 's ability as a constitutional lawyer that showed the American
pooplo how slavery could be arrested in
Its extension and finally extinguish ed
under the Constitution of the United
States.

Llne oln's Early Polltlcot Car e e r.

Although Jiving in the then remote
and sparsely settled agricultural section
of the coun try, his speeches and writings
show that he was one of the best Informed men of his time on all great questions
pertaining to American politics. From
the time of his entrance Into public life,
Central Illinois con tained a group of men
of great talent; leaders of both the Whig
and Democratic parties, who In later
year!! gained great distinction at tho bar,
on the bench, and In the halls of Congress. From among th<-se sprang two
conspicuous characters, Stephen A. Douglas, one of the greatest debaters that
ever occupied a seat in the United States
Senate, and who finally became the lender of the Northern wing of the Democratic party, and Abraham Lincoln. In
those times political questions were the
chief topic ot discussion among men.
Nearly every lawyer divided his time between law and politics.
There were
few newspapers. and. in the earlier years
of l\Ir. Lincoln's career, no railroads or
telegraphs.

,v1,e n Lln<'Oln lllnde More Spcecheao on
the Tarltr 'l'hnn Any Other S ubject.
The 'l'11rUI Camp nli;ru, of 1840,
1842 and 1844.
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The campaign s of 18-10, 1842 and 1844
were fought largely on the Tarin'. ques•
tlon. TIii nols was a. 'Democratic State,
and Lincoln and his associates were
striving to build up the Whig Party In
order that a nati onal bank, the system ot
Internal Improvements and a Protective
Tariff' might prevail throughout the
<'OUntry. Henry Clay was beaten for
President in 18H on all of these issues,

burden of the duty will (be) distributed
over consumption, J)roduction and commerce, and not confined to either. But if
a duty amounting to full Protection be
iev ied upon an article which can be produced here with as little labor as elsewhere, as Iron, that article will ultimately and at no distant day, in consequence
of such duty, be sold to our people
cbe::i.per than before, at least, by the
amount of the cost of carrying it from
abroatl.

the Tariff being the most prominent, by
James K. Polk. Clay l ost New York and
Mich igan by the votes drawn off from the
Whig Party by James G. Birney, the
Abolitionist candidate.
Besides, the
,Democrats carried Pennsylvania by a
Jetter written by Polk declaring in·favor
of Protection. The rallying cry o! the
Democratic party was "Polk, Dallas, and
the Tarm of 1842," asserting that Polk
was as good a Tariff man as Henry Clay.
As soon, however, as Poll< was inaugurated, the mask was thrown off, and he
emerged a Free-Trade r. The Protective
act of 1842 was repealeff, and the revenue
Tariff, lmown as the Walker Tariff of
18 46, was enacted. Lincoln was elected
to Congress in 1846, s erving one term. He
had b een on the stump in the exciting
campaigns of 1840, 1842 and 1844, an,1
1 846, and as he says, "he mad e more
speeches on the Tariff than on any other
subject." Such was the political situation when, between the time of his election of 1846 and taking his seat in Congress, December 1, 1S47, b e wrote " Fragments of Tariff Discussion" ("Complete
·worlrn of Abraham Lincoln," edited by
John G. Nicolay and John Hay, publish ed
by Francis D. Tandy Co., N. Y. Vol. 1,
pages 300 to 315) as follows:

Usel ess Lnb o r.

"First as to useless labor.
Befor e
proceeding, however, it may be as well
to give a specimen of what 1 conceive
to be useless labor . I say, then, that all
carrying, and incidents of carrying, ot
articles from the place of their production to a distant place fo1• consumption,
which articles could be produced of as
good quality, in sufficient quantity and
with as little labor at the place oC consumption as at the place carried from, is
useless labor. Applying this princ iple
to our own country by an example,
let us suppose that A and B are a
Pennsyl vania farmer and a Pennsylvania
iron maker, whose lands are adjoining.
Under the Protective policy A Is furnishing B with bread and meat, and
v egetables and fruits, and food for
horses and oxen, and fresh supplies of
horses ar.d oxen themselves occasionally
and rece iving in exchange all the iron,
iron utensils, tools and implements he
needs. In this process of exchange each
r eceives the whole of that which the
other parts with, and the reward of labor
between them is perfect; each receiving
the product of just so mu c h labor as he
has himself bestowed on what he parts
with for it. But the change comes. The
Protective policy Is abandoned, and A
determines to buy his iron and Iron
manufactures of C in Europe. This he
can only do by a direct or an indirect exchang-e of the produce of his farm for
them. We will suppose the direc t exchange is adopted. In this A desires to
exchange ten barrels of flour-the precise product of one hundred days' laborfor the largest quantity of iron, etc., that
he can get. C also wishes to exchange
the precise product, in iron, of oo e h undred days' l abor for the greatest quantity of flour he can get. In intrin s ic
value th<> things to be so exchanged a r e
precisely equal.

' 4 F rng n1.e nts o f T a r i.ff Dii,cu~~io n.
Linc o ln Had S tudie d , , velg lte d nnd Cn refully
A nnly 7,ed tile T n rlJf L egl s lntlon of tile
U nite d St nte a."

""Whether the Protective policy shall
be finally abandoned is now the question.
,Discussion and exper ience already had,
and question now in greater dispute
than ever. Has there not been some
great error in the mode of discussion?
Propose a single issue of fad, namely:
From 181 6 to the present, have Protected articles cost us more of labor
during the higher than during the l ower
duties upon them• Introduce th e evi dence. Analyze this issue, and try to
show that it embraces the true and
whole Question of the Protective policy.
Intended as a test of experi ence. The
period selected is fair , b ecause it is a
period of peace-a period sufficiently
long (to) furnish a fair average under
a ll other causes operating on prices, a
period in which var ious modifications
of higher and lower duties have occurr ed.
Protected articles only are emb1·aced. Show that these only belong to
the question. The labor price only is
embraced. Show this to b e correct.

"\'\1 a

E ffect o f Dut lea U p o n P r i ces.

"I suppose the true effect of duties
upon prices to be as follows:
If a
cer tain duty be levi ed upon an article
which by nature cannot be produced in
this country, as three cents a pound
upon coffee, the effect will be that th e
consum er will pay one cent more p er
pound than b efo1·e, the producer will
take one cent less and the merchant one
cent less In profits; in other words, the

ste fnl Trnns portntlon.

"But before this exchange can tak e
place the flour must be carried from
Pennsyl vania to England and the iron
from · England to Pennsylvania. 'rhe
flour starts. 'the wagoner who hauls it
to Philadelphia tal,es a part of H to pay
him for bis labor; then a merchant there
takes a little more for storage and forwarding commission, and another takes
a little more for insurance; and then the
shipowner carries it across the water
and takes a little more of i t for h is
12

market to sell tho products of our labor
In.
But let us yield th e point, and admit
that by abandoning the Protective policy
our farmers can purchase their supplies
of manufactured articles cheaper than
by continuing It; and then let us seo
whether, even at that, they will ,u pon tho
whole be gainers by the change. To simplify this question, let us suppose tho
whole agricultur:il interest of tho
c·ou_ntry to bo in tho hands of one man,
who has one hundred laborers In his
employ; tho whole manufacturing lntere11t to be In the hands of one other man,
who has twenty laborers in his employ.
The !armor owns all the plow and IJaS•
ture land, and the manufacturer an tho
lr·on mines and
coal
bnnks
and
sites of water power.
Each
Is
pushing on his way, an() obtainIng supplies from the other so far
as he neecls-that is, the manufacturer Is buying of the farmer. all tho
cotton he can use In hls cotton factory;
all the wool he can use in his woolen
establishment; all the bread and meats
as well as all the fruits and vegetables
whieh are necessary for himself and all
his hands In all his departments; all
tho corn and oats and hay which are necessary for all his horses and ox.en, as
well as fresh supplies of horses and
oxen themselves to do all his heavy haulIng about his iron works and generally
of every sort. The farmer in turn Is buyIng of tho manufacturer all tho Iron, iron
tools, wooden tools, cotton goods, woolen
goods, etc., that he needs in his business
and for his hands.

trouble. 5till, before It reaches C It is
tolled two or three times more for stor•
age, drayage, comm ission, and so on: so
when C gets It there are but seven and
a halt barrels ot It left. The Jron, too,
in Its transit from England to Pennsylvania goes through the same process of
tolling, so that when It reaches A there
are but three-quarters of it lert. The
result ot this case Is that A and C have
each parted with one hundred days' labor
and each received but seventy-five In return. 'rhat tho carrying In this case was
Introduced by A ceasing to buy of B and
turning (to) C; that It was utterly use·
less, and that It Is ruinous In its effects
upon A, are all Ii ttle less than se!C-eviden t. "But," asks one, "If A is now only
getting three-Quarters as much Iron from
C tor ten barrels of flour as be used to
get of B, why does he not turn back to
B?" The ar,swer is: "D has quit making Iron, and so has non e Lo sell." "But
why did B quit making?"' "Because A
quit buying of him. antl he had no other
customer to sell to." "But, surely, A did
not cease b11ylng of B with the expccta·
tlon of buying of c on harder terms?"
"Certainly not. Let me tell you how that
was. ,vhen B was mal<lng iron as well
as C, B had but one customer, this farmer A; C had f our customers In Europe."
F alsity of t h e "Ch enpest ~l nrk et" 'J'h e o ry.

It seems to be an opinion very generally e ntertained that the condition ot a
natlon Is best whenever It can buy
chea1,est; but this is not necessarily
true, because If, at the same time and
by the same cause, It Is compelled to
sell correspondingly cheap, nothing Is
gained. Then It is said the best condition Is when we can buy cheapest and
sell <1ea1·est; but this ngaln Is not necessarily true, because with both these we
might have scarcely anything to sell, or,
which Is the same thing, to buy with.
To Illustrate this, suppose a man In the
present state of things Is laboring the
year round, at ten dollars per month,
which amounts In the year to $120. A
change In affairs enables him to buy supplies at halt the former price, to get
fitly (lollars per month for his labor, but
at the same time <le}lrlvcs him ot em ployment during all the months ot the
year, but one. In this case, though
goods have fallen one-ha!C, and labor
risen five to one, It is still })lain tho.t at
the end of the year the laborer Is twenty
dollars poorer than under the old state of
things.

i'llust llnn, Som e thing to D uy " "Ith.

B11t aCLcr a while the farmer discovers
t11at wc1·c it not for tho l'rotectlve
1>0110,, he c-ould buy all of theso supplies
cheaper from a European manufacture1·,
owing to the fact that the price oC labor
Is only one-quarter as high there as here.
He and his hands are a majority of the
whole. and, therefore, have the legal and
moral right to have their interest first
consulted. They throw off the Protective poli~y and the farmer ceases buying
of the home manufact\lrer. Very soon,
however, he discovers that to buy even
at the cheaper rate requires something
to buy with, and somehow or other ho
is falling down in thls particular.
All 'J'lolngs Del o n g to Lnbor.

Vnlue of Con Mtnut E mploy m ent.

Theso refleetlons show that to reason
and act correctly on this subject we
must look not merely to buying cheap,
nor yet to buying cheap and selling dear,
but o.lso to having constant employment, so that we may have the largest
possible amount of something to sell.
This matter ot employment can only be
secured by an ample, steady, and certain
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In the early days of ou r race the Al•
mighty said to the first of our race "In
the sweat of thy face shalt thou cat
bread"; and since then, if we except the
light and the air of heaven, no good
thing has been or- can be enjoyed by us
without having first cost labor.
And,
Inasmuch, as most good thln-gs are produced by labor, It follows that all such
things of rlght belong to those whose
labor has produced them.
But it has
so happened In all the ages of the
world that some have labored and

others have without labor enjoyed a
large proportion of the fruits. This is
wrong, and should not continue.
To
secure to each laborer the whole product of bis labor, or as nearly as possible, is a worthy object or any good
government.
How Can

Go,•ernment H elp/

But then, a question arises. How can
a government best e!Iect this? In our
own country, in its present condition,
will the Protective principle advance or
retard this object?
U1>on this subject
the ha.bits of our whole species tall Into
three great classes-useful labor, useless labor and idleness.
Of these the
first only Is meritorious, and to it all
the produc ts of labor rightfu lly belong;
but the two latter, while they exist. are
heavy ponsloners upon the first, robbing
It of a l:trge portion of its just rights.
The only remedy for this Is to, so far as
possible, drive useless labor and Idleness out of existence. And first. as to
useless labor. Before making war upon
this, w e must le arn to distinguish it
from the use(ul. l t appears to me that
a ll labor done directly and indlreeUy in
carrying articles to the place of consumption, which co uld have been produced In sufficient abundance, with as
little labor, at the 1>lace of consumption
as at tho place where they were carried
trom, Is useless Jo.bor.
:'\'eedless Labo r In Curry ing.

Let us to.ke a few examples ot the
application of this principle to our own
country. Iron and everything made of
iron can be uroduccd In sufficient abundance. and with as little labor In the
United Slates as anywhere else In the
world, thereCore, all labor done In bringing Iron and its fabi-ics from a foreign
country to the United States ls useless
labor. The same precisely may be said
or cotton, wool and of their fabrics, respectively, as well as many other articles.
While the uselessness of the
carryinl:" labor is equally true of all the
articles mentioned, and of many others
not mentioned, It Is perhaps more glaringly obvious in relation to the cotton
goods we purchase trom abroad.
The
raw cotton from which they are made
Itself grows in our own country, Is carried by Jand and by water to England,
Is there spun, woven, dyed, stamped,
etc., and then carried back again and
worn In the very country where it
grew, and partly by the ,ery persons
who grew it.
Why should It not be
spun, wove. etc., In the very neighborhood where It both grows and Is consumed, and the canylng thereby dispensed with?
Ilas nature Interposed
any obstacle? Are not all the agentsanimal power, water power and steam
power-as good and as abundant here
as elsewhere?
·w111 no~ as small an
amount of human labor answer here as
elsewhere? We may easily see that the

'

.-ost of lhls useless labor is very heo.\ly.
It lnclu~es not only thP cost of a c tual
c·a1Tiage, bllt also the insurance of every
kind, and the profits of the merchants
through whose hands It passes.
All
these create a heavy burden necessarily
falling upon the useful labor connected
with such articles, either depressing the
price to the producer 01· advancing It to
the consumer, or, what Is more probable,
doing both In 1>art.
Cotton ns nn Jllu•trntion.

A supposed case will serve to Illustrate several points now to the purpose.
A, in the Interior of South Carolina,
has one hundred pounds of cotton,
which he supposes to be the precise
product of one man's labor for twenty
days.
B, In :llanchesler, England, has
one hundred yards of cotton cloth, the
precise product of the same amount o!
labor.
'l'hls lot of cotton and lot or
cloth are precisely equal to each other
In their Intrinsic ,•aiue. But A wishes
lo part with his cotton for the largest
quantity of cloth he can get.
B also
wlshes lo part with his cloth for the
greatest quantity of cotton he can get.
An exchange Is, therefore, necessary;
but beCore this can be errected the cotton must be carried to Manchester and
the cloth to South Carolina.
To lllnncJ, esteT mod Dack,
The cotton starts to Manchester. The
man that hauls it to Charleston In his
wagon takes a little out ot It to pay
him for his trouble; the merchant who
stores It awhile before the ship Is ready
to sail tal<es a little out for his trouble;
the shipowner who carries it across the
water takes a little out for his trouble.
Still, before It gets to Manchester It Is
tolled two or three times more tor drayage, storage, commission, and so on, so
that when It reaches B's hands there
are but seventy-five pounds of It left.
•rhe cloth, too. In its transit from Manchester to South Carolina goes through
the same process of tolling, so that
when it reaches A there are but seventy-five yards of it.
Now, in this case,
A and B each have parted with twenty
clays• labor, and each received but fifteen in return. But let us suppose that
B has removed to the side of A's !arm
In south Carolina., and has there made
his lot of cloth. rs It not clear that he
and A can then exchange thei r cloth and
cotton, each getting the whole of what
the other parts with?
Imvo•e11 a Dlrect Durden.

This• supposed case of carrying 100
pounds of cotton to Manchester and
bringing back 100 yards of cotton cloth
to South Carolina shows the utter uselessness of the carrying labor In all
similar cases, and also the direct burden
It Imposes upon useful labor.
And
whoever will take up the train of reflection suggested by this case and run
It out to the full extent of its Jllllt ap-

that a l ready than 1 can get anything

plication, will be astonished at the
amount of useless labor he wUJ thus discover to be done in this very way. I
am mistaken if It Is not in fact many
limes. over equal to all the real want in
the world.
This useless labor I would
have discontinued, and those engaged
In it added to the class of useful laborers. If I be a~ked whether I would destroy an commerce, I answer, Certainly
not; r would continue it where it is
necessary a.nd discontinue it where it is
not.
An instance: I would continue
commerce so far as it is employed in
bringing us con:ee, and I would discontinue it so far as it is employed in
bringing us cotton goods.

for."

"But give me employment and send
your flour to Europe for a market."
"Why, Vulcan; how silly you talk.
Don't you know they raise wheat in
Europe as well as here, and labor is so
cheap there as to fix the price of flour
there so low as scarcely to pay the
Jong carriage of it from here, leaving
nothing whatever to me?"
..But, llarmer, coulcln't you pay to
raise and prepare gardenstuffs and
fruits, such as radishes, cabbages, Irish
and sweet potatoes, cucumbers, watermelons and muskmelons, plums, pears,
peaches, apples, and the lil<e? All these
are good things and used to sell well."
"So they did use to sell well, but It
was to you we sold them, and now you
tell us you have nothing to buy with.
Of course, I cannot sell such things to
the other farmers, because each of them
1·aises enough for himself, and, in fact,
rather wishes to sell than to buy.
Neither can I send them to Europe for
a market, because, to say nothing of
European markets being stocked with
such articl es at lower prices than I can
afford, they are of such a nature as to
rot before they could reach there. The
truth is, Vulcan, I am compelled to quit
raising these things altogether, excep t
a few for my own use, and this leaves
part of my own time idle on my hands ,
instead of my finding employment for

, vould the Farmer De tl1e Gainer?

But let us yield the point and admit
by abandoning the Prntective policy oui·
farmers can purchase their supplies of
manufactured articles cheaper than before; and then let us see whether, even
at that, the farmers wlll upon the whole
be gainers by the change. 'ro simplify
this question , le t us suppose our whole
population to, consist of but twenty
men. Under the prevale nce ot the Protective policy, fifteen of these are farmers, one is a miller, one manufactures
iron, one impleinents from iron, one cot-

ton goods, and one woolen goods. The
farmers discover that, owing to labor
only costing one-quarter as much In
Europe as here, they can buy Iron, iron
Implements, cotton goods and woolen
goods cheaper when brought from Europe than when made by their neighbors. They are the majority, and therefore have both the legal and moral
right to have their interest first consulted.
They throw off the Protective
policy and cease buying these articles
of their neighbors. But they soon discover that to buy, and at the cheaper
rate, requires something to buy with.

you."

l!sclcs~ Labor o s Bod os Jdlen eu.

Nothing Doing at the Furnace.

Falling short In this particular, one
of these farmers takes a load of wheat
to the miller and gets it made into
flour, and starts, as has been his custom, to the iron furnace.
He approaches the well-known spot, but,
strange to say, all is cold and still as
death; no smolte rises, no furnace roars,
no anvil rings.
After some search he finds the owner
of the desolate place and calls out to
him: ''Come, Vulcan, don't you want l!b
buy a load of flour?"
"Why," says Vulcan, "1 am hungry
enough, to be sure; haven't tasted bread
for a week, but then you see my works
are stopped and I have nothing to give
you for your flour."
" But, Vulcan, why don't you go to
work and get something'/"
"I am ready to do so; will you hire
me, farmer?"

"Oh, no; I could only set you to rais-

ing wheat; and you see I have more of

at any time all labor should cease
and all existing provisions be equally
divided among the people, at the end of
a singlo year there could scarcely be
one human being left alive; all would
have perished by want of subsistence.
So, again, jf upon such division all that
sort of labor which produces provisions
should cease, and each individual shoul<l
take up so much of his share as J,e
could and carry it continually arouna
his habitation, although in this carrying the amount of labor going on might
be as great as ever, so Jong as it could
last, at the end of the year the result
would be precisely the same-that is,
none would be l eft living.
''The first of these propositions shows
that universal idlentss would speedlly
result in universal ruin, and the second
shows that useless labor is, in this respect, the same as Idleness.
I submit,
then, whether it does not follow that
partial idleness and partial useless labor would, In the proportion of their
extent, in like manner, result in partial
ruin; whether, If all should subsist upon
the labor that one-half should perform,
it would not resul t in very scanty allowance to the whole.
"Believing that these propositions and
the conclusions I draw from them can not be successfully controverted, I for
the present assume their correctness,
"If
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and proceed to try to show that the
abandonment of the Protective pollcy
by the American Government must result In the increase of both useless
labor and idleness, and so, In proportion, must produce want and ruin
among our people."

of the United States of manufacturing
Industries showed an investment of capital of $633,245,000; raw materials
worked up $556,000,000; male hands employed, 731,137; female hands employed,
225,922; wages paid, S236,755,000; value
of the production, $1,019,106,616 ; 86 per
cent. of which was produced in the fifteen free States.
The manuf(\Ctures
consisted of the coarser and more ordinary sorts of commodities in common
use among the people, and were as follows: Woolens, carpets, hosiery, cotton
goods, g lass, leather and manufactures
of leather; boots and shoes, paper, hats,
cabinet ware, furniture, manufactures
from flax and hemp, silk, sugar, tobacco,
candles, lead, red and white lead, but•
tons, certain chemicals, the production
of pig and bar Iron, castings, a g reat
variety of manufactures from iron, and
a great variety of other articles o f less
importance.

Lincoln'• Argument• Analyzed.

The " Fragments of Tariff Discussion"
Is an exceedingly valuable document,
not alone because it con tains Lincoln's
Views on some of the fundamental principles underlying the controversy, but
for the plain, s imple and original method employed in illustrating them. Lincoln had gone to the very root of the
whole question, and discovered the true
relation of domestic exchanges to the
public welfare.
He draws a clear distinction between domestic exchanges
and foreign trade.
He emphasizes the
value of a home market over a foreign
market, the Importance of the employment of home labor Instead of foreign
labor, and the interdependence of one
Industry or occupation upon another as
well as of Individuals upon each other.

Confirmatory

P rices.

On

Decline

la

It is a significant fact In support of
Mr. Lincoln's statement that the great
decline In prices of commodities took
place in those articles which were made
in the United States, while there was a
very slight decline in the prices of those
articles lmporte<l, which met with no
competition in the American market.
Ex-Governor Davis, of Massachusetts,
referring to this fact in his speech before Congress, in 1828, said:
..Another circumstances which has a.
strong bearing upon this ought also to
be mentioned. Goods which have been
manufactured here have experienced a
greater decline than those which we
have not manufactured.
"Coarse and middling cassimers have
fallen half, while the finest qualities
have declined no more than 12½ per
cent. These facts show that the foreign
supplies of cloths have been forced in to
our market, and the effect bas been to
sink the price both here and in England. The progress of this decline has
k ept pace very accurately with the increase of business in this country. This
struggle for the market could produce
no other effect.
The principal depression Is occasioned by our competition
with Engl a nd."

Protection Reduce• Price•.

He even goes into some of the phases
of the practical operation of P rotective
duties in their effect on prices, arid
points out the distinction in this respect b etween duties on articles not
produced in the United States and on
domestic produ<ition.
As to the later,
he says:
"But if a duty amounting to full Pro tection be levied upon an article which
can be produced here with as little
labor as elsewhere, as Iron, that article
will ultimately and at no d istant day,
In consequence of such duty, be so ld to
our people ch eaper t-han before, at least,
by the amount of the cost of carrying
It from abroad."
The Introductory paragraph shows
t hat Lincoln based this statement upon
the experience of the American people
under the several Tariff laws from 181G
down to the time he wrote, that he considered only Protected articles; that the
period covered was a period of peace
and sufficiently long to furnish a fair
average under all other causes operatin g on prices.
When the Greatellt Progre••
Made.
Mr. Lincoln chose a period of peace

tor consideration, extending from the
close of the War of 1 812, to the time he
wrote.
Although certain manufactures
had their beginning under the Tariff
laws enacted prior to the War of 1812,
and others were brought Into existence
during that struggle, the period covered
by him embraces the years when the
greatest progress was made in the establishmen t and growth of the manufactures of the United States.
In 1789
we were a nation of farmers from
M aine to F lorida.
In 1 850 the census

History

snviDgs 'l'hrough Protection.
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Mr. Young, from Connecticut, In his
speech before Congress the same year
said:
"We know that coarse cotton cloths
below about No. 25 have been fairly
Protected; those from that to about No.
45 or 50 partially Protected; those above
that very slightly, Including what are
termed, in our Tariff, cambrics, muslins,
etc.
And what has been the result?
While the fine cottons, which include :i.
greater proportion of labor, and should
have fallen lower, have only fallen from
15 to 25 per cent. (not so much as your

agricultural produce In the sam e time),
coarse cotton goods have fallen froin 50
to 75 p er cent. This case I have put for
the double purpose of exemplifying the
effects of our Protection and competition in those articles we manufacture,
and of showing the use the foreigner
makes of our market, so far as he supplies and controls It.
''I will give another instance, exemplifying the same effects, more palpable
and d ecisive, probably.
I allude to
common crockery wnro and common
glassware, both imported a.nd sold by
tbe same class of merchants generally.
Glass and glassware, we know, have
received such Protection as to excite
powerful competition. While the manufacture of common enameled and printed wares had as yet scarcely been a t tempted In this country, some brown
wares and Imitation D'elphian wares
have been common, and some new manufactorles of porcelain a re lately promIsing success. But the common Liverpool war e, as It is often called, has at
all times occupied, commanded and controlled our market, and regulated its
prices. And what has been the result?
While one has hardly fallen 15 per cent.,
the other has, in many branches of it,
fallen 76 per cent.
And the opposers
of this system, who complained s.o much
of its injustice and oppression, are now
actually saving 25 per cent. or more on
their glasswares in consequence of this
Protection, and losing the same amount
on t h eir earthen wares for the wan t ot
such P rotect ion.
" Our coarse cottons are sucessfully
competing with those of British manu·facture.
The greater mystery of our
competition In foreign markets Is that
the English manufacturer · cannot, and
if he could, he will not (where he can
avoid It) sell his goods at our present
reduced prices, where he can command
the market.
The Ame rican manufacturer asks no b etter business than to
sell his goods at the Engllsh market
price, where the English manufacturer
and merchant have the trade."
"How is it with the Georgia planter?"
asked Mr. Wilde, of Georgia. "He sends
a cargo of cotton and receives in return
a cargo of cottons, woolens and hard ware.
But a duty is levied on the
homeward cargo In the United States o!
40 per cent. If he could contrive to thr ow
this duly on th e consumer, he might be
able to get a fai r remuneration for his
slave labor, but he cannot. He is met in
the United States by the domestic manufacturer. If be w e re to add the duty to
the price of his goods the domestic manufacturer would undersell h i m.

1840, 10.90 cents in 1845, and 9.24 cents
in 1850. The cotton fabri cs ma.de a t
Waltham, staple articles, were y ear by
year reduced in price per yard as follows: 1816, 30 cents per yard; 1819, 21
cents; 1826, 13 cents; 1829, 8½ cents, and
In 1843, had declined to 6½ cents per
yard. The price of cotton machinery fell
320 per cent. from 1810 to 1830, all
brought a.bout by the establishment of
manufactories in the United States, which
came into competition witlt the foreign
manufactures and forced down the price
of foreign manufactures, and this continued to reduce the price more and more
as the industries were developed and ex•
tended,
This was true of all of the Industries
which were established In the United
States during this period under Protection high enough to secure to them the
American market. :i,~rom 1818 to 1830
the price of bar iron was reduced at
P ittsburg from $190 per ton to $100 per
ton; boiler iron from $350 per ton to
$140 per ton; sheet Iron from $18.00 p er
hundredweight to $8.S0; hoop iron from
$250 to $120; axes from $24 per dozen to
$12 per dozen; brazier's rods in 1824 were
imported at a cost of $313 per ton, and
in 1831 sold for $130. In 1816 the American p eople were importing nails from
Great Britain and paying 16 cents a
pound, and a duty of 5 cents a pound
was imposed, and by 1830 the entire
American market was being supplied at
6½ cents a pound.
Lin coln Oppoaed t o Fore ign Tra d e In
Compe t h •g c ommo diti e 11. W e Shoul d
Supply the A m ertean Ma rket wltla
Go o ds Mnde Jn Amerlenn Iadustrl ell b y American Labor,

A Few Insta nce " lllentloned,

A f ew instances of the decline of t:ie
p r ices of cotton goods may be cited:
Merrimac prin ts, which in 1855 a veraged
25.07 cents per yard at t he factory, declined to 10 cents in 1830, 12 cents in
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"If
it be asked," says Lincoln,
" whether I would destroy all commerce, I
answer certainly not. I would continue
it where it is necessary and discontinue
it where it is not. An instance, I would
continue commerce so far as it is employed In bringing us coffee, and I would
discontinue it so far as It is employed
In bringing us cottc>n goods."
Here Lincoln attacked the vitals of
Free-Trade. The traders of the world,
those who buy in one country to sell In
another, as well as the foreign manufacturer, never objected to our imposing
duties on tea, coffee, spices, and those
natural products the like of which can not be produced at home. These things
we must have and will have, whether
made dutiable or not, But when we Im.pose Protective duties on cotton goods,,
woolens, manufactures of iron and other
articles for the purpose of causing their
production at home, then foreign commerce ls Interfered w i th, and a great hue
and c r y is raised that P rotection " de stroys commerce." Importers are deprived of commissions, foreign manufacturers of profits, ship owners of freight
rates, bankers of discounts, and exchange, and the marine insurance com-

panies of p r emiums; so all of these i nterests favor the sending oC iron, copper,
lead, cotton, wool, timber and all of the
raw materials which we produce across
the Atlantic Ocean to be there manuf actured into the finished products which
are then to be sold to us, with all o! the
profits and expenses of these middl emen
added to the pr ice, These same great
capt ains of foreign commerce a l so desire
that the raw materials of all countries be
also shipped to the g r eat manufacturing
centers of the Old World that all of the
manufacturing be done there.
"\1/hat L inc oln Calle d "llse l e ss L a b or."
The enormous expense of transporting
raw materials from the United States t o
foreign countries and bringing back the
finished products, which Lincoln calls
''usel ess labor,'' he would have abolished
by excluding the foreigner from our market and forcing the manufacturing to be
done in American mills by American labor, thereby securing to American labor
and capital all of the profits and compensation fo1· effecting every step In the
process of production, manufacture,
transportation and marketing, By this
means, a vast home trade would be built
up; the spendable Income of the people
multiplied; the country flourish and grow
by industrial effort, and the people become enriched and independent by retaining among themselves the fruits of
their own Industry. Useless labor would
be abolished by dispensing with needl ess
transportation,
and
idl eness
would
be abolished by keeping the American
people employed. Lincoln well understood that the true source of a nation's
wealth and power was the development
and utilization of its own natural resources, its land, Its mines, the machinery, the wa'terpowers, and the full e mployment of its labor, and the conduct of
a ll of Its business by its own people.
HOME TRADE I S MORE V ALUABL E TO
A N A TION T HAN FOREIGN TRAD E .

Linc oln's F amon • E plgrnm.

'l'he editor of the ,Harvard Independent
( Harvard, Illinois}, on June 9, 1894, said:
"Abra.ham Lincoln's first speech on the
Tar iff question was short and to the
point. He said that he did not pretend
to be learned in political economy, but
he thought he knew enough to know
that 'when an American paid Twenty
Dollars for steel to an English manufacturer, America bad the steel and England had the Twenty Dollars, But when
he paid Twenty Dollars for steel to an
American manufacturer, America had
both the steel and the Twenty Dollars.'
Th a t was the sum and substance of the
Tariff: question as he v iewed It.''
A dam Smith ln 1776,

We may write pages on the subject;
we may quot-e Adam Smith, Sir John
Bar nard Byles, the writings of Henry
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C. Carey, or the speeches of Thomas B.
Reed, and prove the proposition by arguments and statistics, yet Cor a simple,
plain and convincing statement of the
great fac t, we must revert to Lincoln's
epigram. · The epigram had been quoted
so many times without its authenticity
having been questioned, that the writer
used It In "The Industrial Development
of Nations," (published in 1912), firmly
believing that it was g enuine and without the slightest intimation from any
source to the contrary, lt appears now
that doubt has been thrown on Its gen uinene.is, -yet it has not been shown that
these words were ever uttered by any
person o ther than Abraham Lincoln.
Both Professor F. W. Taussig and Mr. D.
M. Matteson of Harvard U niversity made
a great endeavor t o trace the phrase to
Hs origin and discover evidence to establish that it was not uttered by Lincoln. Prof. Taussig dn an article entitled ''Abraham Lincoln on the Tarifr-a
Myth," pub!lshed in th e Quarterly Journal of Economics, August 19, 1914,
says that ·'the first mention which we
have found ls In the AMERICAN ECONOMIST.'' He then states that the AMERICA:)/
ECONOMIST on June 29, 1894, published
it as having been copied from the Howa rd Independent of Howard, Illinois, on
June 9, 1894. It having been ascertained
that there was no s uch paper as "The
Howard Independent" and being unable
to find a reference to It In any of the
published works on Lincoln, It was concluded by Prof. Taussig that the whole
story was "a mytil." Upon further investigation, however, he discovered that
the word "Howard" as used in the American Economist was a misprint, and that
the article first appeared In the Harvard
Independent of. Harvard, Illinois, on June
9, 1894. (See "Lincoln on the Tarlt'f-a
Sequel" by F. W. Taussig.
Quarterly
Journal of Economics, February, 1915).
It should be noted, however, that In
these articles written by Prof. Taussig,
and in the criticisms made by others on
the use which was being made of the
epigram by attributing it to Abraham
Lincoln, no question was raised but that
Lincoln was In fact a Protectionist, it
being contended simpl y that sufficient
proof has not been found to justify a
claim that Abraham Lincoln ever uttered
the words attributed to him. The writer
ot this article made an investigation of
the subject to ascertain who wrote the
editorial tor the Harvard Independent of
June 9, 1894, He visited the village of
Harvard (McHenry County}, Illinois,
late In January, 1916; called at the printIng office and interviewed Mr. M. J. Emerson, the present editor and proprietor
of the paper. In the printing office he saw
a copy of the Independent which contained the editorial, and ascertained that
the article In question was written by
Otis S. Eastman, deceased, and later
received from Mr. Emerson a letter , of
which the following is a copy:

"Established 1866.
"Harvard Independent.
"M. J. Emerson, Editor and Proprietor.
"Harvard, Illinois, March 3, 1916.
"Hon. George B. Curtiss, Binghamton,
New York. My dear Mr. Curtiss: Am
sending under separate cover a copy of
the Harvard Independent of May 27, 1897,
containing the obituary notice of Mr.
Otis S. Eastman.
"J was personalJy acquainted with said
Mr. Eastman for a period of twenty years.
He was appointed my legal guardian in
July, 1888. J have positive knowledge
of the fact that he was the editor of the
Harvard Independent in June, 1894; that
he was the sole editor of said paper at
that time, and that he wrote the edi torial published therein on June 9, 1894,
of which the following Is an exact copy:
"'Abraham Lincoln's first speech on the
Tariff question was short and to the
point. He said that he did not pretend
to be learned in political economy, but
he thought that he knew enough to know
that "when an American paid twenty dollars for steel to an English manufacturer, America had the sleet and England
had the twenty doJJars. But when he
paid twenty dollars for steel to an American manufacturer, America had both .the
steel and the twenty dollars." That was
the sum and substance of the Tarifl'
question as he viewed it.'
"Mr. Eastman was a great student of
tbe Tarlfl' question and of politics and
was a very l earned and capable man. He
was a l ifelong Republican and an enthusiastic Protectionist.
''Mr. Eastman died at Harvard, McHenry County, Illinois, on May 23, 1897.
"Trusting that the above lnlormalion
w!ll be of some use to you, and assuring
you that if I can be of any fur ther service to you in this matter, please have
no hesitancy in advising me, and I will
endeavor to attend to the same with
more promptness than I did in this one.
"With kindest regards, and best wishes
tor the successful completion ot your
work on the Tariff, I beg to remain.
Yours very truly,
"M. J. EMERSON."
rn the above lette r we have conclusive
proof that the editorial containing the
epigram was written by Otis S. Eastman,
"a great student of the 'rarlff question
and of politics and a very l earned and
capable man."
Who, T hen, '\V a s Otis S, E a stm a n?

Who, then, was Otis S. Eastman, who
made this Impor tan t statement of words
uttered by Abraham Lincoln? Upon the
decease of Mr. Eastman, which occurred
on May 28, 1897, the Harvard Independent on the following Thursday, May 27,
published the following obituary account
or his life and character:
"Otis S. Eastman Passed Away.
"An Honored Career.
"Well Known Newspaper Man and Former Editor of the Independent.
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"Otis S. Eastman died at his home In
this city last Sunday morning, after a
lingering illness of over two years, aged
64 years.
"The deceased was born in Benton,
N. H., Feb. 10, 1833, and moved to Manchester, that State, In March, 1845, graduating from the High School in 1 850. At
the age of 17 years he en t ered the Union Democrat office in Manchester and learned the printer's trade. He worked in the
Boston Pathfinder office with Charles F .
Brown (Artemus Ward) and B . P . Shillaber (Ma'am Partington) and was afterward employed on the Boston daily
papers. He learned the book and press
department In the book office of Allen &
Farnham In Cambridge, Mass., and had
charge of the press department of Thurston & T orrey in Boston, where Ticknor,
F;elds & Co. had their printing done. He
went to N ew York City in 1854, having
charge of Holman & Gray's press depart ment of Putnam's Magazine. Later he
returned to Boston and had charge of the
Franklin Printing H ouse from 1861 to
1865, printing the Atlantic Monthly. He
came West In 1866, working the year
previous to that In the University printing office of Cambridge, Mass. On a1·rivlng in Illinois he purchased the Fairbury Journal, which he published seven
years, returning to New Hampshire in
1873. A year later he established the
Journal in Suncook, N. H., which he published nine years. He went to Washington, D . C., In 1883 and was employed in
the document room of the Government
Printing Office untlJ Cleveland's first
election, In 1884, when he resigned. From
June, 1 885, to October of the same year
he was connected with the Niles, Michigan, Republican. In October, 1885, he
purchased the Harvard Independent of
N. B. Burtch. He published this paper
nearly ten years, selling out to the present firm the latter part of August, 1895.
"Mr. Eastman was married to Rachel
A. Dimick in 1855, by whom he had two
sons, Charles 0. and Frederick L. The
latter di ed in Fairbury, In 1873, aged 12
years. Mrs. Eastman died in Manchester
in March, 1876, and Charles passed away
in the same city five years l ater, aged
23 years.
"The deceased was married to Harriet
M. Miles in Manchester, Nov. 10, 1885.
His wife and two sons, Otis M. and
J esse 0 ., survive him.
''He joined the Masonic fraternity in
New Yor k City In 1 855, the Royal Arch
Chapter In Fairbury, Ill., In 1$70, and
Trinity Commandery, Knights Templar,
In Manchester, In 1876.
"Mr. Eastman's life was an ope n book,
to be read of all men. He was a staunch
and tearless friend, frank and manly In
his every act and expression. He scorned
duplicity i n any form, because he was
the soul of truthful ness, and was wont
to visit the severest condemnation upon
t hose who practiced it toward himself or
his friends. S.oclally h e was o f the most

kindly nature, and while keen ot observation, rarely saw anything to censure
In those to whom he had given his con·
fldence. His friendship once given he
was always Joth to believe any evil of
the person upon whom It was bestowed,
and he never withdrew unless under
great provocation and only after lrrefraglble proof ot tho unworthiness of
the object of it.
''In his tamily relations Mr. Eastman
was resplendent. The wealth of his large
heart went out to those Immediately surrounding him with a largesse seldom
equaled, and only those who have witnessed the unaffected manifestation of
afl'ectlon for those embraced within the
charmed circle o! his home could appreciate hi!< rare nature. They were all in
all to him. In thei r presence his eyes
beamed with love and his voice was at•
tuned to the sweetest sympathy. However stern and unyielding he might be
to others, he was led captive by his wife
and children, and their wishes his Jaw.
Death, Inexorable death has bereft his
friends and family of one who was very
dear to them, but the lnfluenco of his
life will be a. benediction to all of the m,
and his memory one of their richest
blessings.
Stale me ot Wn,i N ot Fnbr leftte d,

The high character of Mr. Eastman at
once acquits him of any suspicion of
having fabricated the statement, or published It without evidence which justified him In believing that he was correctly quoting Lincoln's words. It should be
noted that for six years, from 1866 to
1873, he published a newspaper at Fairbury, Livingston County, Illin ois, which
was located not far from SprlngOeld and
In the district throughout which Lincoln
made many speeches early in his career
upon the 'l' arirr Issue. Mr. Eastman does
not say that the words were uttered in
Lincoln's "first speech" but In his "ftrst
speech on the Tarlrt." It Is a well known
tact that the anecdotes, sayings nnd doings of Abraham Lincoln were quoted
and talked about by the peopl e of Cen tral Illinois from tho time he became
President, until those who knew him
personally or had heard him speak passed away. In fact his fame has grown
and spread until the whole civilized world
has become Interested In his life and
character. The fact that the statement
does not appear In any of the written or
published reports of his speeches and
writings does not militate against Its
genuineness, for but very few of the
stump speeches of Lincoln or Douglas or
Clay, or In fact any of the Western
statesmen of that age and period, w ere
published. This utterance was probably
handed down by tradition (a9 many
other sayings of Lincoln have been), and
Mr. Eastman was Informed of It by some
one who heard Lincoln say It. This,
however, Is to be said ot ·it: It sounds
l ike Lincoln, It Is Llncolnlan in style,and
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In this respect It Is like other sayings
of the man which have come down to us
by tradition. Moreover, the epigram Is
characteristic of the great emancipator;
It reads like one of bis statements of a.
great truth expressed In plain and simple language. Mr. Bryan said of Lincoln:
"He w~s a master of the power of
statement. Few have equaled him In
the ability to strip a truth of aurplus
verbiage and present It In Its naked
strength. Ile could state a question so
clearly that one could hardly mlsunder•
stand it, when he wanted to."
Henry Clay embellished his great utte rances with adjectives and beautiful
words. ,vebster's great expressions, although many of them wcro short and to
the point, were delivered In a style which
was characterized as W ebsterian, and so
there was an Individuality about Lincoln's epigrams that Is unmistakable.
This questioned epigram, If submitted
to one hundred students ot Llncotn·s style
for decision as to the name of the author,
would almost unanimously at once say
Lincoln. Moreover, Lincoln had madu a.
profound study, as Is shown In "Fragments of Tariff Discussion," of the very
phase of the Tarifl' question elucidated
by the eplgi·am. He had considered tull)•
the value to a. nation of buying at home
Instead of buying abroad. Renee It Is
fair to conclude that until It is estab•
llshed by competent e,•lcJence thnt the
epigram was uttered by some person
other than Lincoln, we shall believe that
Mr. Eastman's statement Is true.
The Idea. embodied In this epigram Is
not new. The great fact which It contains was pointed out by Adam Smith In
his lectures late In the Eighteenth Century. It Is Immaterial In lllustratlng the
fact, whe ther one uses "money" In exchange for goods, or whether It Is assumed that In trade lncllrectly goods are
paid for with goods. For if an American
exchanges twenty dollars' worth of wheat
with an English manufacturer for twenty
dollars' worth of manufactured goods,
England has the wheat and America has
the goods, but when he e xchanges the
twenty dollars' worth of wheat with a.
Massachusetts manufacturer for twenty
dollars• worth of woolen goods. America
has both the wheat and the woolen goods.
Adam Smith carried the argument to the
point of showing how home exchanges
are most beneficial to a nation. It Is an
old Protectionist argument that by a
'System of home trade under Protection,
the United States would become a wo;.ld
within Itself, ,and as the fruits ot the Industr y of the people were lcept at home,
they would constantly multiply and grow,
and ultimate ly the people of the United
States w ould have a larger spendable
Income each year than the people of any
nation pl'actlclng Free-Trade. In discussIng the proposition In his "Wealth of Nations," Adam Smit h said (Wealth of Nations, Book II, Chapter 5):

"The capital which is employed in
purchasillg in one part of the country
in order to sell in another the produce
of the in dustry of. that country, genera lly repl aces by such operation two
d istinct capital s that had both been
employed in the agriculture or manufacture of t h at country, and the,·eby
enables them to continue that employmen t.
W h en both are the produce of
domestic i ndustry, it necessarily replaces, by every such operation, two
distinct capitals, which had both been
employed
in
supporting
productive
labor, and thereby enables them to
continue that support.
The capital
which sends Scotch manufacturers to
London, and
brings back
English
manufacturers and corn to Edinburg,
necessarily replaces, by every such
operation, two British capitals, which
had both been employed in the agriculture or manufactures of Great Bri tain.
"The cap! tal employed in purchasing
foi·eign goods for home consurootion,
when this purchase is made with Urn
product of domestic industry, replaces,
too, by every s,uch operation, two distinct capitals, but one of them only is
employed in supporting domestic Industry.
The capital which sends British goods to Portugal, and brings baclt
Portuguese goods to Great Britain, replaces by every such operation only one
British capital.
The other is a Portuguese one. Though the returns, therefore, of the foreign trade of consumption should be as quick as those of the
home trade, the capital employed in it
will give but one-half the encouragement tel the industry or productive labor
of the country.
"A capital, therefore, employed in the
home trade, will .sometimes make twel ve
operations, or be sent out and returned
twelve times, before a capital employed
in the foreign trade of consumption has
made one.
If the capitals are equal,
therefore, the one will give four-andtwenty times mor e encouragement and
support to the industry of the countr y
t han the other."
Sir Joh» De:r-nard Dy l e H, in 18 40.
The economic principle which forms
the basis of the advantage derived from
t he policy -of Protection stated by Adam
Sm i th, was elucidated and devel oped by
Sjr J ohn Barnard Byles, in 1849, in the
following able and comprehensive discussion:
"V{hat does Adam Smith mean by the
expression, 'repl ace capital'? It is an
expression not to be passed over in
haste but well deserving to be attentive!; considered and analyzed.
"He means that the whole value of a
commodity is spent in its production,
and yet reappears in the shape of the
new product.
That In its production
there is an expenditure not of tbe profit
merel y, bu,t of the entire value, and that
the w h ole of that expenditure not o nly

maintains landlords, tenan'ts, tradesmen
and work people, but fu1·nishes an effective demand and mar k et for other productions. He means that the clear gain,
t11e spendable r evenue, the net income of
the 1>roducing nation, is increased by
the amount of the entire value of
the domestic product, and that the
nation is so much the richer; for while
producing, it spends the entire gross
value, and, nevertheless, after it has produced, H yet has the entire g r oss value
left in another shape.
"He then goes on and says that if
with British commodities you purchase
Bi•itlsh commodities you replace two
British capi tals; but if with British commodities you purchase foreign commodities you replace only one British capital.
That Is to say, you might have
had the entire gross value of two industries to spend, and thereby also to
create and sustain markets; but you are
content to have the value and the market of one industry alone.
"These observations of Adam Smith,
though demonstrably true, del'i ve additional weight from the quar ter from
which they come. 'l'hey are the admissions of the founder of the existing
school of political economists. on a point
of vital iml)ortance, so vital that it
affects the entire theory of Free-Trade.
"At the r isk , therefore, of being
charged with p,·olixity and repetition, I
venture to invite the candid and serious
attention of the reader to a further consideration of this problem.
"The entire price or gross value of
every home made articl e constitutes net
gain, net revenue, net income to British
subjects.
Not a portion of the value,
but th_e whole value, ls resolvable into

net gain, income or revenue 111ainta.ining
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British families, and creating or sustaining British markets.
Purchao,e
British articles with B r itish articles and
you create two such aggregate values
and two such markets for British industJ•y.
"Change your policy-purchase foreign
articles with British articles-and you
now create only one value fo,· your own
ben~flt instead of creating two, and only
one market for Bri tish industry instead
of two.
You l ose by the change of
policy the power of spending the entire
value of one industry, which you might
have had, as well as the other, and you
Jose a market fo r British ind ustry to th c
full extent of the expenditure of that
superseded industry.
"A small difference In pi-ice may cause
the loss, but will not compensate the
nation for that l oss. For example, suppose England can produce an article for
100 pounds and can import it for 99
pounds. By importing it instead of producing i t she gains l pound; but though
she pay for it w ith her own manufactures, she loses (not, indeed, by the exchange itself, but by the collapse of the
suspended industry) 100 poun ds of

w eal t h w hich s h e migh t h ave bad to
spend by creating the valui, at home;
that is to say, on the balance she loses
99 pounds which she might have had in
addition by produci ng both commodllies
at home.
"Nor can It be said that what the producer l oses the consumer gai ns.
The
producer loses 100 pounds, tho consumer
gains I pound.
The nation, moreover,
l oses tho markets which that supi,rseded
indt1stry support ed.'

worth $40,000,000. Five million dollar s'
worth of raw cotton, produced by the
State of South Carolina, exchanged for
$6,000,000 worth of manufactured goods
made in the State of Virgini a, would
have added $10,000,000 to the spendabl e
lncomes of the people of the two States;
but $5,000,000 worth of cotton exported
to England ancl exchanged for a llke
value of manufactured goods made there
would have addecl $5,000,000 to the spendable income of South Carolina ancl $5,000,000 to the spendable income of England. But this ls not all.
England by
converting the $5,000,000 worth of cotton
into fabrics would have increased its
value tour(old and exported it to oth er
countries for $20,000,000.
T h e wealth
and spendable income of the Engllsh
peo1>le woul d have been incr eased by
$1 5,000,000; besides, h er merchants, who
imported the cotton and marketed the
fabrics, woulcl have received commiss ions and protlts; her insurance companies would have assumed the risks
and received premiums; furth er, h er
ships would have made a profit by the
cost o f carriage both ways. Apply this
principle to al! the productions of our
country ancl we find the great underlyi ng cau se of E n gland's commercial
g reatness and the reasons why Americans should have fabricated for them selves and tur ned the profits to their
own account.

Equal Amoun ts of Itulus try.
T he relative value to a nation of domestic trade and foreign trade has been
one of the chief points in controversy
between Protectionists and Free-Traders
ever since opposition to Protection was
introduced.
It occupied a prom!nen t
place in the debates on the subject b etween 1830 and 1846, when Lincoln was
giving so much atte ntion to the Tarirc
question. The Free-Trader s, at a convention held in Philadelphia in 1831, contended In the ir resolutions adopted, that
the exchange of domestic goods tor foreign goods (in fore ign commerce) promotes or puts in motion two equal
amounts of industry, one foreign and the
other domestic. The Protectionists, in
their m emorial issued the same year, replying to th e d eclaration of the FreeTrade convention, asserted that even if
this be true, and if all foreign trade was
carried on by an exchange of commodities, still it is not worth more than one half as much to a nation as domestic exchanges or home trade. for domestic or
i nternal trade also promotes, or puts in
mot.ion, two equal amoun ts of Indus try,
both domestic, and that it employs, o f
course, twice as much domestic capital
and labor as th e othe r.

A notlle r Grent Lesson.
Moreover, another g 1·eat l esso n may be
drawn from the above exampl e.
Had
the $5,000. 000 worth of cotton been converted into cloth in the United States by
the two operations, the spendable income of our 1>eople would have been inc reased by $20,000,000; and American
merchants, railroads and insm·ance companies would all have been supported.
A nation which exports r a w materials
and c rude products to a distant market,
there to be converted into finished productions by t he aclclilion of labor ant\
enterprise of foreigners, subjects the
People to a sti lJ g t·caler loss. Th o mas
need. in his great speech in opposition
to the Wilso , bill on February 1, l. S91,
illustrated this proposit ion when he said:
"Let me give one item, ancl the llgures
shall be furnished b~' the gentleman
from Alabama. (Mr. Wheel er), who tolc:l
me in your presence that the value of
all the cotton raised in the United States
was only $300,000,000, whlle th e finish ed
product of that cotton w>ts $1,750,000,000.
When cotton leaves the field it is worth
$300,000,000; when it l eaves the mill It is
worth six times as much. On our own
cotton crop alone we might in time make
the profits on a billion and a half o(
manufactured goods. Nor is there anything to p1·event such a 1·esu1t In a P1·0tecti ve Tariff."
·

Ninety Per Cent. '" Labor.
Jt should be borne in mind that directly or indirectly 90 per cent, of ,the value
of every commodity produced, r epresents
labor distributed among produ ce rs from
the first human e ffort until th e product
is finished.
In its distribution a com modity is packed, shipped. handled, and
sold by l abor which must be r e ward ed
for its efforts at every step that is tak e n
until it is delivered to the consumer.
And labor does not stop here. Effort is
required to cook and prepare food fo1·
the table.
To trace to the bottom the
cost p r ice of ever y commodity, to the
consumer, we find that it constitutes n e t
spendable income.
This great economic principle goes to
the root of the controversy. It was by
the exchange of the produce of the
American farm for domestic manufactu r es t h at the American people had a.ccumt1lated t h e ir wealth and reach ed the
stage of d evel opment which t hey enjoyed.
It was by such Internal trade
that the State o f Massachusetts alone, in
1840, consumed of the food p1·oducts and
raw m a t erial s of other Stat es an amount
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Pre dlclH Di,.nst er from
'Wnlker l:J·nrl tr of 1846.

the

, In the conclud i ng 1>aragraph of "Frag-

doctrine. His conception of sound economic principles, of wise public policies
and great moral truths, ls disclosed by
his earllest speeches and writings. Jn
1837, when he was 28 years of age, he
signed and presented a protest to the
Illinois Legislature which declared that
he believed that "the ins tit ution of ,clnv-

ments of Tariff Discussion," Mr. Lincoln
said:
"The aban donment of the Protective
i)Oli<'Y by the Amer ican Government must
result in the increase of both useless
labor and idleness, and so, In proportion,
must produce want and r uin among t h e
people."
This prediction was verified In 1857,
for, notwithstanding tbe fa-c t that following ·the overthrow of Protection by
the adoption of a Free-Trade Tariff law
in 1846. many causes Intervened which
operated to stimulate t rade and industry, the system broke down in 1857 and
brought upon the country a persistent
and widespread period ot bard times
which continued until Protection was
restored by the passage of the Merrill
Tariff law of 1861. Gold was discovered
in California in 1848, and from that time
until 1860, $651,250,000 of gold was produced from its mines.
Yet it did not
remain in the connt,·y; $406,519,000 was
sent abroad to $ettle an adverse balance
of trade of $491,753,000 incurred by the
purchase of foreign manufactures. At
the same t ime 26,340 miles of raiJ!'Oads
were built at an expenditure of $996,025,860 for labor and materials, and
60,000 miles of telegraph lines were
built.
Steamships al this time were
to a g r eat extent substituted for sail-

e ry l s f o unde d on both injustice and bnd
polJcy" and that "th e Con gre11,;i of tlle
U nite d States has »ower under the Constitution to abolish ,cJavery in the District of Colui11 bin."

T wo Great Prluelpl es,
It was these two great principles, that
slavery was wrong and that Congress
had under the Constitution the exclusive
power to abolish or prohibit it on all
waters and In all of the places and territories under the jurisdiction of the
United States, and to prohibit the trade
jn slaves between the States as well as
with foreign countries, so earl y announced by Mr. Lincoln, which constituted the two great fundamental pr inciples upon which the Republican parly
nineteen years later was organized, and
the triumph of which, in the el ection of
Lincoln Jn 1860, precipitated the secession of the Southern States and culminated in the abolition of slavery, forever
settling the question that we are a nation and not a confederation of sovereign
States. Jt was the question of jurisdiction of Congress over the subject under
the Constitution, which spilt the Democratic party in 1860 into the Northern
and Southern wings, led respectively by
Douglas and Breckenridge.
The protest was presented to the legislature
the same year that Lovejoy was murdered at Alton on account of his antislavery views, and against a resolution
of the legislature condemning antif-lavery societies.
At this time antislavery doctrines were unpopular in 1111nois.
The State was overwhelmingly
Democratic.
Hence Lincoln started in
life 'as a member of a minority party
and espoused a cause and political doctrines which were then unpopular.

ing vessels; yet our manufacturing in-

dustries d id not thrive.
They were
checked in their growth and finally went
clown under the pressure of foreign competition, producing idleness, want and
ruin among the people.
Greatness and Youth Comblne tl,

Lincoln was one of the greatest debaters and p•ublic speakers of all t imes.
flls oratory, like that of Demosthenes,
convinced the people, moulded and crystallzed public opinion and ar,-ested the
attel'!\ion of the country. not so much
on the .. an as on the subject which ·he
discussed.
He never over-stated the
case, but always spoke and wrote with
moderation. eliminating nonessentials.
As J'usserand, the French Ambassador ,
said of him, "He said the right thing."
He was always a master of his subject.
He was thoroughl y Informed, honest and
earnest. His great purpose was always
to have the question at issue settled
right.
His opinions and beliefs deeprooted, sprang from a thorough knowledge of the facts ascertained, sifted, discriminated, balanced and weighed on the
scales of justice, right and public wel fare.
His superior genius, strength of mind
and wisdom were recognized by bis associates long before he became a national
character. His faculty for sound reasoning and correct thought seems to have
been a part of h im from h is youth. There
is no day or year or t i me in his life
which can be pointed out when it may be
said of him that he changed his views
and became converted to this or that

T he

°\Vhlg" Denten Out On the 'l'adff
Q,ue stlon.
Tn October, 1859, Lincoln w rote the fol-
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lowing letter to 'Dr. Wallace:
"Clinton, October 11, 1859.
"My Dear Sir: I am here just now
attending court. Yesterday before I left
Springfield, your brother, Dr. William S.
Wallace, showed me a letter of yours,
In which you kindly mention my name,
inquire for my Tariff views, and suggest
the propriety of my writing a letter
upon the subject. I was an old Henry
Clay-Tariff-Whig. In old times I made
more speeches on that subject than any
other.
"I have not since changed my views.
r bel ieve yet, if we cou ld have a mod<'rate, carefully adjusted Protective Tari rr,
so far acquiesced in as not to be a per-

No !loom fo' 'l 'ar1JI Discusidon.
The annexation of Texas and the extension of slaver y territory to the Pacific
ocean, the defeat of the Wilmot Proviso
In 184G, the passage of the fugiUve slave
l aw in 1850, the repeal of the Missouri
Compromise in 1854, and the decision in
the Dred Scott case in 1857, a n d the
avowed purpose of t h e slaveholder s to
force s l aver y into all of the t erritories
of the northwesf., aroused the people of
the free States in resistance to extension and In defense of the ter ritory d edicated to freedom in 1820. The "discussion
was carried into the churches, schools
and t11e homes; the old political parties
were disrupted; the anti -slaver y Vi7 higs,
uniting with the Abolitionists and the
Free Soil Dem ocrats, formed the Republican party in 1854 and ran Fremont for
President i n 1856.
At the very time when the Tariff act
of 1857 ·was before Congress, Kansas was
a scene of conflict and bloodshed; tho
whole country was aroused to a h igh
pitch of e.xcitement, and on March 3,
1857, the day that this act was signed by
I.he Prnsiclent, the people were anxiousl y
waiting for the decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States in the Dred
Scott case, which was made public three
days later. '.rho Kansas struggle, which
began In the fall ' of 1854, had g r own
more threaten i ng.
Emigrant aid societies in the North were sending anti•
1,lave1·y men ;nto the terr itory to make
it a free State, and from over the M issouri border t>ro-slavery men were rushing in to force the adoption of a slavery
Constitution.
The peopl e of the free
States, under these conditions o f great
political excitement and threatened civil
wa1·. had no room for Tariff discussion.
Protection was si mply being held in
abeyance until the slavery question was
settled.

petual subject of political stri(e. squabbles. changes, and uncertainties, it would
be better for us. Still it is my opinion
that just now the revival of that question w ill not advance the cause itsel f
or the man w h o revives it.
"I have not thought much on the subject recently, but my general impression
Is t h at the n ecessity for a Protective
Tariff wi ll ere long force its old opponents to take it up; and then its old
friends can join In and estab lish it on a
more firm and durable basis.
We, the
old Whigs, have been entirely beaten
out on the Tariff question, and we shall
not bo able to re-establish the policv
\llllil t h e absence of it shall have demon&trated the necessity for it in the
minds of men heretofore opposed to it.
With this v iew, J should prefer to not
now write a public letter on the subject.
I therefore wish this to be con sidered confidential.
l shall be very
glad to receive a letter from you.
A . Lincol n ."
Y ours truly, •
("Complete Works of Abraham Lincol n," Vol. V . Pages 256-257. )
Ye8, the "Whig Party bad been "beaten
out on the Tariff question." Jt had been
beaten out on the "National Bank," and
it had been beaten out on the question
of internal improvements.
But these
great public polic ies were not dead, and
Lincoln had n ot Jost hope, for he believed
that the absence of Protection would in
time "demonstrate the necessity for it in
the minds of men heretofore opposed to
! t."
'Jlh c S ln"l'· ery Coutro,·e:rs y l ~limion-te d the
TarJn: f..ro1.n l 110Utic al )JfscU :-4!'!Sio n.

"\Vhen L i ncoln w r ote J1is "Fragments of
Tari ff Discussion" the Mexican ,var was
In progress, yet he evidently believed at
that time that the Tariff controversy was
not settled. But questions growing out
of the Mexican War suddenly changed
t11e entire course of political discussion
and brought the conflict over slavery to
the fron t as the a ll-absor bing topic of
debate.
All other Questions, the 'l'ariff,
the national bank and the polic y of internal improvements, were laid asi<l'e until t11e r:cpublican party took control of
the Government In l S GO.
Through the
Mexican "\Var a vast domain "·as added
to our territory.
The triumph of our
armies, the valor of our soldiers and the
glamor of military achievement added
greatly to the popular prestige and
strength of the Democ ratic party. Al though Lewis Cass, i ts candidate for
President, was defeated in 1848, and
General Taylor elected through the revol t
of the Free Soil Democ rats led by Van
Buren, it swept the country in the elect i ons of 1852 and 1856. The great comp1·omlse of 1850, which was accepted by
so many as a settlement of the slavery
question, brought about the el ection of
P ierce i n 1852, ancl the endorsement of
the popu lar so\'crcignly doctrine car r ied
Buchanan through in 1856.

· Tnrlft Q u e stion l\ln st Co m e Up Agnln,

In his speech at New Haven, Connecticut, March 6, 1860, Lincoln said:
"ilfr. Presiden t and Fellow Citizens of
New Haven: If the ,Republican party of
this nation shall ever have the National
'.Erouse intrusted to its keeping, i t wi ll be
. the duty of that party to attend to a ll the
affairs of national housel<eeping. Whatever matters of irnportance may come UP,
whatever difficulties may a r ise, in the
way of its adm inistration of the gover nment, that party will then have to attend
to· it will then be compelled to attend to
oti1er questions besides this question
which now assumes an overwhelm ing imp ortance-tile question of s l avel"y. It is
trne that in the organization of the Republican party this question o f slavery
was more important than any other; i ndeed, so much more important has It become that no other national question can
even get a hearing Just at J)resen t. T h e
old question of Tar iff-a matter that will
remain one of t he chic( af£aii·s of national
housekeeping to a ll time; the question of
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the mnnngement ot nnnncial artnirs; the
question of the disposition or the public
domain; how shall It be managecl for the
pur poS<' or getting It well settled, nnd of
making there the homes of n free and
happy people-these will remain open
and r equire attention for a great while
yet, and these questions will have to be
a ttended to by whatever party has the
control ot the government. Yet just now
they cannot even obtain a hearing, and I
do not purpose to detain you upon these
topics, or what sort ot heal'lng they
should have when opportunity shall come.
For wh e ther we will or not, the question
of slavery Is the qU<>Htlon. the all-absorbing topic, of the day."_;(Complele Works
of Abraham Lincoln," Vol. V. Pages 339340.)
The E le etlon of Abrnl,nm J,ln<'oln nnd tile
Return to l'rote et_lon.
The s lavery question was regarded b y
Lincoln of such 1mramount Importance
that he did not think that the Tnrlf? question ,ihould be agitated In th e Chicago
Convention. To Dr. F:dward Wallnce he
wrote In May, 1860:
"Springfield, llllnols, May 1 2, 1860. My
Dear Sir: Your brother, Dr. W. S. Wallace, shows me a letter of yours In which
you requ es t him to Inquire iC you may
use a l etter of mine to you in whic h somet hing Is !!aid upon the Tariff question. I
do not precisely r emember what l did say
in that letter, but I )>resume I said nothing substantially dlf?erent from what I
shall say now.
"In the days o! Henry Clay, I w:i.s a
Renl'y-Clay-'l'ariff m:i.n, and my view:,;
have undergone no material change upon
that subject. I now think the Tarlf? question ought not to be ngltated In the Chicago convention, but that all should be
satls0ed on that point with a presWential
candlch~te whose antecedents give aHSurance that he would neither seek to force
a Tarlf? law by executive influen<'e, nor
yet to arrest a reasonable one by a veto
or otherwise. Just such a candidate I
desire shall be put In nomination. 1 really
h ave no objection to these views being
public ly known, but I do wish to thrust
no Jetter before the J>ublic now upon any
subject. save me from the appearance of
obtrusion, and I do not care who sees this
or my former Jetter. Yours very truly,
A . Lincoln."
("Complete Works of Abraham Lincoln," Vol. VI. Pages 11-12.)
Linc oln was evidently fearful that to
press the Tariff question t o the front as a
party Issue might alienate voters who
were opposed to s lavery, yet had not been
convinced· that a Protective Tarlf? was
necessary to the prosperity o! the country. The Tariff had not been discussed In
a political campaign since 1844, and to
undertake to educate the people on the
subject would detrac t from the all-important work of erad icating the cur se of
slavery. But there was a strong current
of sentiment !or a c hange in the Tariff

taking possession of the minds of the people.
Thi!! was shown In the October
election In the State of Pennsylvania,
when Andrew G . Curtin was elected
Governor In a campaign largely fought
on that question. When the delegates to
the Republican convention met at Chi•
cago. it develope d thnt a strong eentl•
ment pre\'alled among them ln fa\'or of
placing the party before the countl'Y
squarely on a Protective Tariff platform
and a Tarlf? p l ank drawn by Henry C.
Carey was adopted. Lincoln was made
the can<lidate and ·victory followed.
..When l,lncoln pasHed through Pittsburg on his journey lo Washington for
loa.ugul'atlon, be spoke b rie0y on the
'farla: as follows:
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Addre M-" a t P ittsburg, F e bruary 15, 1861.
"It is often said that the Tarif? Is lite
specialty of Pennsylvania.,
Assuming
that direct taxation Is not to be adopted,
tile Taritr question must be as durable as
the government itself. It is a question of
national housekeeping. 1t Is to the government what r eplenishing the meal -tub
Is to the family. Evel'-varying circumstances will r equire frequent modiflcallons as to the amount needed and the
sources or supply. So Car there Is little
dltrerence oC opin ion among the peopl e.
Jt is as to whether, and how far. duties
on Imports shall be adjusted to favor
J1ome production in the home m<irket,
that controversy begins. One party insists that such adjustment opprei1ses one
class for tho advantag.i of another; while
the other party argue!l that, with all Its
Incidents, In the long run all classes "re
benefited. In the Chicago platform the ,·e
Is a planl< u1>on this subject which should
be a general law to the Incoming admini stration. We should do neither more
nor less than we gave the people r eason
to believe we would wh e n they gavo us
their votes. Permit me, fellow-citizens,
to read the 'l'aritr 1>lank of the Chicago
platform, or rather have It read in your
hearing by one who has younger eyes.
"Mr. Llnt'oln's private secretary th e n
read Section 12 of the Chicago platform,
as followH:
"'That while providing revenue fo r
the support of the General Government
by duties u1>on import!l, sound policy requires such an adjustment of these imposts as will encourage the development
of the lndu,itrial Interest of tho whole
country; and we commend that pollcy of
national exchange which secures to
working-men liberal wages, to agriculture remune rating prices, to mechanics
and manufacturers atlequate reward tor
their skill, labor, and enterprise, and to
the nation commercial prosperity and
Independence.'
"Mr. Lincoln resumed:
As with all
general propositions, doubtless there will
be shades of difference In construing
lhfs. I have by no m en us a thoroughl y
matured judgment upon this subject, esJ>ecially as t o details; some general Ideas

than they cou ld ex change countri es, al
least by th~ c:a.1..-iage?"
From what follows it woulJ appear
that he here used the words ..equal
labor" in the sense of labo1· power as
one would mention horse power. It is
evident that It was In this sense that he
used the term "equal labor," for in the
next sentence he uses the term "money

are about al l. I have long t hought it
would b e to om· advantage to produce any
necessary article at home wh ic h can be
made of as good quality and with as littl e
labor at home as abroad, at least by the
difCercnce o( the carrying from abroad.
In such case the carrying is demonstrably
a dead loss of labor. For instance, labor
being the tn1e standard of value, is It not
plain that if equal labor get a bar of
railroad iron out of a mine in England,
and another out of a mine in Pennsylvania, each can be laid down in a track
at home cheaper than they could exchange countries, at l east by the carriage? If there be a present cause why
one can be both made and carried cheaper
in money price than the other can be
made without carrying, that cause is an
unnatu1·al and injurious one, and ought
gradually. if not rapidly, to be r·emoved.
The condition of the Treasury at this
time would seem to render an early revision of the Ta1·itr indi spensabl e. 'l'he
:worrill (Tariff) bill, now pending before
Congress, may or may not b ecome a law.
J am not posted as to its particular provis ions, but if they are g enerally satisfacto r y, and the bill shall now pass, there
will be an end for the present. If, however, it shall not pass, I suppose the whole
subject will be one of the most press ing
and important for the next Congress. By
the Const i tution, the Executive may recommend measures which he may thin!<
proper, and he may veto those he thinks
Improper, and it is supposed that h.e may
arJd t o these certain indirect influences
to af'l'ect the action of Congress. My political education strongly inclines me
against a very free use of any of these
means by the Executive to contro l the
legislation of the country. As a rule, 1
t.h inl< it better that Congress should originate as well as perfect Jts m eas ures
without external blas. I therefore would
rather recommend to every gentl eman
wno knows he is to be a member of the
next Congress to t ake an enlarged v iew,
and post himself thoroughly, so as to
contribute his part to such an adjustment
of the Tari(f as shall produce a sufficient
reven1Je, and in its other bearings, so far
as possible, be just 'I.Dd equal to all sections of the country and classes of the
peop le" ("Complete \,Vorks of Abraham
Lincoln," Vol. VI. Page~ 126-129. )

price," saying:

Pre ferred Home Trude to F o re ig n 'rra de.

It should be noted that Lincol n at this
time declared that It was the duty o!
the Republican party to carry out its
Tariff plank, which he said "should be a
general law to the Incoming administration." After' listening to the reading of
t h e platf orm, he asserts a very lmportan t economic proposition. Be said:
"For Instance, labor being the true
standard of Yalue, is It not plain that
if equal labor gets a bar of railroad Iron
out of a mine in Engl and and anoth<>r
out or a mine In Pennsylv-aL1ia, each can
be laid down on a track at home cheaper
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"It there be a present cause why one
can be both made and carried cheaper In
money price than the other can be made
without carrying, that cause is a n un natural and injurious one and ought
gradually if not rapidly to be ,·emoved."
The money price as here used mu~l
involve wages paid to labor. So his contention was that if a bar of iron can b"
tal<en out of a min e ln England and 011
account of the lower wages pa id to labo ,·
hi that coun try, it can be both produceu
and shipped to the United Slates and soltl
for a lower price than a bar of iron ca 11
be take n out of an American mine by
Amerkan labor, employed at the higher
American standard of wages, that caus«
!or th e difference in prke Is an uuna.tural and Injurious one and should be re1nove d. 'rhe only wa)r. of course, by
whic h such injurious cause could be removed was either by r educing the wages
of American labor to the European s tand ard or by Interpos ing Prolectlve Tarif'l'
duties to shield American labor from
such unequal and unjust conditions. ll
is important, then, that immediately before his inauguration he c l early and
plain ly asserted that when a foreign
country could manufacture and then
transport a finished a1·ticle to our count ,·y and undersel l our own indust ,•ial producers, a. Protective 'l'arif! became lrnperatlve ly necessary In order to overcom e that advantage of the foreigner.
The value of these utterances in ti\~
Pittsburgh speech become greater when
we consider the conditions under which
the add1·ess was delivered. At this time
n ea rly all ot the Southern States bad
s~ceded from the Union, and on February
4, only eleven days before it was delivered, the Southern Confederacy was
formecl, its Congress had met at Montgomery, Alabama, and el ected Jef'l'erson
Davis President. The speech, like all of
the speeches which he delivered in his
journey from Springfield to Washington,
at this critical time, was conciliatory in
Its nature. He had studiously avoided
the discussion of adminlsti-atlve policies
on all economic and business questions,
and confined himself to appeals to the
patriotism ot the people, urging on all
occasions the preservation of the Union
above everything elae. His great en deavors was to win over to the support
of the cause of the Union the people ot
the borde1· States and the Douglas Democ rats of the Free States. He had, all
through his discussions ot the. slaven•
question, avoided arousing the antagonism arising out of business questions, and

peting as well as competing artiel eu by
the acts of August r,, 18Gl, and December
24, 1861. By the act of July 1, 1862, a
system of internal revenue taxes was
established, which was enl arged and extended on March 3, 1863, May 7, 1864,
June 30, 1864, and March 3, 1 865. Every
available source of revenue was resorted
to. Licenses and taxes were imposed on
every conceivable trade, occupation and
profession.
Ta.'l:es were levied on in comes and on all materials used in manufacturing and upon their products in
all of the stages of production. These
burdens placed on the industries of the
country were so great that without compensatory duties o n imJ)orts our manufacturers could not have withstood the
competition of the ir foreign rival". So
high Protective Tariff duties were imposed on a ll comJ)eting products by the
acts of Jul y 14, 1862, March 3, 1863, April
29, 1864, June 30, 1 864, and March 3,
1865, and the industries were enable d to
grow and thrive and at th e close o( the
struggle h a d been extended in variety
and reached a magnitude not dreamed
of by their most ardent friends.
President Lincoln ana his able cabinet
mlnlsters were not unmindful of the lessons of history.
Almost within the
memory of men then living within seventy years, the world had witnessed
Great Britain pass triumphantly through
the Continental wars, break the power
of Napoleon, the greatest m ilitary genius
since Caesar; become the master of the
carrying trade of the world, and rise to
the first rank among the empires of
modern times. Her military and naval
forces and her exhaustless financial resources had been sustained through the
cultivation of the industrial arts, fostered by Protective regulations. With
the experience or mankind before them,
-the statesmen of the North at once turned
to the Protective policy as the sou.rce of
'the nation's strength to carry It successfully through the destruction of
property and exhaustion of resources
twhich must result from the impending
military conflict.

was untloublt>dly reatly at this time to
make concessions for the cause of peace
on all questions excf>pting t110se at'fecti ng the integrl ty of the Union, and those
,:acred hurnan rights which the Republican party was organized to preserve, and
which he had so ably and earnestly upheld in those great debates and speeches
Which made him the l eader and representative of the fri ends of humanity.
In his address to the Legislature of
Pennsylvania, at Harrisburg, February
22, 1861, he referred to the Pittsburg
speech as follows:
"Allusion has also been made by one
of your honored speakers to some remarks recently made by myself at Pittsburg in regard to what is supposed to be
the especial interest of this great commonwealth of Pennsylvania. I now wish
only to say in regard to that matter,
that the few remarks which I uttered
on that o ccasion we re rath er carefully
wo1·ded. I took pains that they shou l d
be so. J have seen no occasion since to
add to them or subtract from them. I
lea,·e them p,·ecisely as they stand, adding only noTV that I am r>leaRed to nave
an expression from you. gentlemen of
Pennsylvania, signifying that they are
satisfactory to you." ('·Complete Works
of Abraham Lincoln," Vol. vr.
Page s
164-165.)
Condition o .f the Com.1try U nde.Fou rteen Yeu .-s o f FI-ee-'I'rnde.
With the national treasury bankrupt;
the industries -paralyzed; the country
drained of its gold; the war vessels in a
state of decay or sent to foreign parts;
the army disorgani:<ed and filled with
traitors; the guns and cannon sent to
rebel States; and the Free-Trade party
in open revolt against the Union, Lincoln, on March 4, 1861, became.President.
'Xhrough four y ears of Civil War, "with
malice towards no one and charity for
all," he united the people of the North
in the defense of the flag and for the
preservation of the Union.
He raised,
:irmed and equipped an army of over
two million of freemen, built a great
navy and suppressed the most gigantic
rebell ion of modern times. He r estored
the credit of the nation; r eplenished the
Treasury and raised over $6,000,000,000
from his own people, not asking or borrowing a doJlar from a foreign country_
He restored the Protective system, imposing higher duties on imports than
were ever known, and secured the home
ma1·ket to his own people. Every mill,
forge, furnace; every farm and garden,
was quickened into l ife as though
touched by some magic power. Every
~,ble-bodled man was either at the front
lighting for the flag or working night
and day in some Protective occupation
to sustain the armies in the field and
make the nation rich and strong, The
first question attended to was that of
revenue, which was surolied by extendi n g the duties on impo~ts to non-com•r11e

Stant on's
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P rot e<!tlve

Orde r .

"Secretary Stanton," says Mr. Fowler
(Fowler's Life of Edward M. Stanton,
pp. 126, 127), "discovering that arms,
clothing and supplies for the armies were
largely purchased in Europe, said t o Secretary Chase: 'If these things were pu.rchased at home, the flow of gold abroad
would be stopped and our factories lifted
from depression.',.
Therefore, in the famous official "Or•
der" of January 29, 1862, he declared:
"l. That no further contracts be made
by this Department or any bureau there.
of for any article of foreign manufac•
lure that can be produced in the United
States.
"2. All outstanding orders, agencies,
n.u.thorities or llcen~es for the purchase

of arms. clothing or anything elRe In foreign countries, or or foreign manufacture, ro,· the Department are revoked
and annulled."
Great and far-sighted as this conception proved to be, Lincoln was "afraid It
would exasperate our friends over the
water," and Seward opposed It as like ly
to "complicate the !orelgn situation."
"It will have to bo Issued," re11lied
Stanton, "or very soon there "'Ill bo no
situation to complicate."
"That closed the argument," says Mr.
Fowler, ''The order went forth and created tho industrial era ln A merlea,,
against the ever-in<'i·caslng presi<lll'o of
which, throughout the worl<.I, the na tions art> Ktill groaning their prote~t~. It
made oC the United States a ,ielC-supporling and ten-fold more expansive,
g loriou11 and powerful nation than It was
before. Jt was on e of the most pregnant
edicts ever issued by an Amerlean ofllcial,
and it is one of the f ew adequate measures oC Stanton's greatn ess."
The security and support given to domestic industries by the Tarirr a c ts and
the policy of the Wai· Departmen t so dcYeloped the resources and increa!led the
wealth of the country that th e loyal
States soon became Independent oC foreign nations for everything necessary to
a successful prosecuLlon of the w<1.r. 'l'be
wealth and Industrial power thus created
enabled the people to bear the enormous
burdens o( taxation Incident to the war
and to the discharge of the obligations
Jncurrcd.
It has been contende d by Free-Traders
that tho Protective 'l'arif[ laws signed
by Lincoln were simply war me,rnurcs
Intended when enac lod to be ab:rndoned
at lhe clol!o oC the struggle, and that the
Free-Trade policy of the Domocratic
party was lo be r estored. This may have
been the views of many Con gr<.'ssmen
who had Jillie knowk<lge of tho ques•
lion, but this cannot n·asonauly be s:1id
o! Lincoln whe n we consider hi" profound knowl('dge of the subject nnd his
flrm convlclion that Protection wa s necessa,·y to the prosperlly of tho count ry.
The war had brought about an cntlrely
new condition of atralrs. Tho wa!;"es ot
labor hnd Inc reased on an aYernge of 67
per cent.; new mines had been opened;
mills e.nd furnaces had b een built; a
great system ot manufacturing luul been
erected; demands for labor and labor
products had greatly extended and a
home market had been created which
was the envy o! the w o rld.
L incoln
would never have withdrawn Protection,
left om· Industries to perish, and the
wages of labor t o be reduce d to the
standard of the old wor!tl by opening our
market to be flooded with the products
or the poorly paid labor of our ! orelgn
riva ls.
It Is inconceivable that Abraham Lincoln would have changed his opinions as
to the wisdom and n ecessity fo1· con tinuing the Protective system. His opin-
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lor\ll ob the subject were we lJ grounded,
the result oC a careful and thorough
study of the question in alJ of Its aspects. I-le was not only by conviction,
but by sympathy and natural Inclination,
an extreme Protectionist. He had no
sympathy with those International trad•
ere wbo l>uy cheap In ono country to sell
In another, r egardless ot the wlll!aro of
labor; nor with those foreign manufac•
turers who would keep the w ages of
their labor at a starvation point that
they might undersell their competitors In
foreign marke ts; nor with those shortalghted ta,·mcrs who would Impoverish
the labor and Industries or their own
country by patronizing the pauper labor
or Europe. JI Is fine sensibilities had b een
shocked and he looked with horror upon
the Southern planter who made his prof•
Its in raising cotton and tobacco by the
l!Lbor of slnve s driven Lo w o rk under tho
lash of a cru<>I master. His great hPart
was overOowlng with a sincere Jove Cor
his fellowmen, and an unfaltering devotion to the welfare oC his country. His
uttered' words w ere expressions from his
heart directed by a master Intellect. I-le
was neither Influenced In forming bis
political opinions by the interest ot a
farmer se<.'klng a market for his grains
and provisions, nor by the desires ot
those manuCacturcrs or traders whose
supreme purpose was to gain profits.
From a high eminence above the w orld
ot strife and selfish Inte rests, Lincoln
had looked forward to a lime when the
people of th o United States would enter
upon the full enjoyment or that happy
state contemplated and striven f or by
our Revolutionary fathers, in which a ll
men would 11tand, equal before the law,
and labor would be worthy o t Its hire.
JTe saw In tho future a nation or freemen
oecupying a land of plenty, with Idlen ess and poverty, s lavery and oppression
nbollshed; with marts of trade, cities CLnd
Industrial communities nourishing and
thriving In every State of the Union;
with U\e grc:i.t resources of lhe nation
tleveloped and utilized; with mllJs, forges,
furnaces, fnrms and gardens, through the
Industry of freemen, yielding the treasures of tho earth to the comfort, Independence and happiness of the people.
This was tho goal striven for by all
sound and consistent Protectionists. Protection and prosperity; Protection and
public welfare; Protection and good
wages for labor, have been and are one
and inseparable. If Abraham Lincoln had
lh·ed out t ho r emaining years of his second term, ho would have been the same
Abraham Lincoln that he was from bis
humble beginning to the day of bis tragic
d<'ath . He never betrayed a great cause
nor sacrificed a great principle. H e would
n ever have abandoned tho cause of Prot ection to American labor and industries.
He would have done previously what
Grant and the great statesmen of the
ftcpubllcan party did upon making a
thorough Investigation of the subject and

ren.dJusting lb<' Tariff and Internal revenue taxes tor times of peace. During
Grant's administration the Tariff was
revised according to the plan recommended by Henry Clay• In 1832. They
repe:i.led Internal revenue taxes so far
as they were bur.dens on Industry,
abolished direct taxes, and continued the
system of duties on Imports tor tho Protection of home industries, and by animating, diversifying and rewarding Industry, made It possible for the American people to pay the national debt and
to bui ld up the most progressive, prosperous and greatest manufacturing and
commercial nation In Christendom.
Lincoln's public career as a writer,
speaker and Chief Executive p laces him
In tho foreground of the great constructIve statesmen and Protectionists of the
world. Washington Introduced the system of Protection, and Lincoln perfected

it; Washington signed the first Protective
Tariff law, and Lincoln signed the highest Protective Tariff law ever passed by
Congress. The Protective policy Introduced by Washington was supported by
.Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, John
Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson. It
stood for forty-five years until overthrown by the friends ot slavery and the
enemies of the Union, but was restored
and perfected by Lincoln and continued
by Grant, Hayes, Harrison and McKinley. It w as overthrown for three years
by Cleveland with great disaster to the
country. It is now being assailed by
Woodrow Wilson, but the spirit of Washington and Lincoln still lives and the
end Is not yet.
"You can fool a part of the people a
part of the time, and some or the people
a ll of the time, but you can' t fool all of
the people all ot the time."

Every sincere Protectionist should regularly read THE AMERICAN ECONOMIST,
Address 339 Broadway,
$2.00 a year.
New York.

Ten copies of this document, No. 1, sent
for 30 cents. Address The Tariff League,
339 Broadway, New York.

TARIFF o'uT OF POLITICS ?

"Politics and th e Tariff have been, are
a nd will be as inseparabl e a8 ,iunshine
and the sun-take the s un out of sunshine !"-Salisbur y (Md .) Tribun e, Feb ruary 11.

To Editors:
The New York
Bvening Sun started it.
Below
are numer o us variations of the
thought that the Ta,·ifl: cannot be
taken out of politics. Please amplify with one line of your own.
Keep it going.
A lso, kindly f orward copy of paper conta ining
your addltion.
Editor A~IERICAr<
Eco~oMisT.

"Tak e the l augh ter out of ch ildhood."'
-Payette (I daho) Independent, February
10.
"Take t h e 'kick' out of whi!<ke v:·noundup (Mont.) Record, February 4.
"Take the · Tariff out of politics!
As
well try to take the ·pep• out of pepper."
-Br ewst er (Wash.) Herald.
If you w ant to fix the W est,
'ra k e the salmon out the can;
P inchotize the timber,
•rake away from g irl s the tan.
-Chinook (Wa1h.) 0b8erver.
"Take the flop out of Woodrow."-Bay
S hore (L. I.) journal.
"Take t he T ariff out of politics," shout
the Democratic statesmen as a fa int
h o pe.
Yes, take the color out of the
rainbow.
When the Democrats admit
that we a re r ight a nd they are wrong.
let u s enact a Protective Tariff, and quit
tampering with it.
The Tariff will be
out of politics. but not until then.-Batavia ( 0.) Courier.

''Take the Tariff out of pol itics" "lakJe the sentim ent o ut of love."-New
York Evening Sun.
"Take the letters out of the alph'l.bet."
-New Yo1·k Press.
"And the mirth ou t of laughLer.''Philadelphia Inquirer.
"Take the oxygen out of air."'-Erie
(Pa.) Dispatch.
"Take bus ine~s out of business by
l<'ree-Trade.''-Lyons (N. Y.) Republican.
"Better say the present Tariff put
11olcs
on
tnucll
property."-Tazew·ell
(Va.) Republican.
T a ke th e Satan o u t of Hades,
Take th e headache out of booze,
Take the motion out of movies,
Take the sleepiness from snooze.
- Lackawanna (K Y.) J o urnal.
"Oh, w ell; take the politics ou t of politics." -N ew York Evening Sun.
"Take the Prince of D enmark o ut of
Haml et."----San Francisco Ciu-onicle.
"Take the poetry ou t of versc."-New
Yor k Evening Sun.
The Amer ican Protective Tariff 'League
desires us to add a lin e to "Ta lce the
Tariff ou t of politic s."
Anything to
oblige: "Take the P. 0. out ot pork."Cl eveiand L eader.
" Take th e peo pl e out of politics; take
liberty out of government."- M onm o u t h
( 111.) Atlas, January 31.
"Take th e h eat out of flre.'"-Secaucus
(N. J.) News, J anuary 29.
"Take daylight out of darkness."Omro (Wis . ) H erald, January 29.
"Take , the flowers out of speech."New York Evening Sun, February 3.
"Take the cloves out of prohibilion."Idaho Statesman.
"Take the chat o ut of a movie audle nce."-Coeur d'Alene (Idaho) Press.
"Tak e the lips ou t o( ki sses.""-Dover
(Del.) Sentinel.
Take the fu11-house out of poker,
Take the f renzy !rom the mob,
'l'ake the stroke from Willie Hoppe,
Take the bingl e from Ty Cobb.
----Scottdale (Pa.) Independent.
"Take the T a riff out of politics?"' Why,
sure! by all means- if you·re the chap to
do it-and at the same time take the
heartaches out of booze.-Augusta (Me.)
Journal.
" T a k e the air out of rubber tires, take
the gas away from glass making ; i t will
shrink, it will wither, it may fall e ven
to survive, for 'the d evil take the hindmost' is a motto w e must hear; we'll live
i t, too, by g inger, when the Free- Traders
arr!ve." - J eanette (Pa.) News.
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"Take Free -Trade from DemocracyIf you can."-A Harmon (Ill.) correspon dent.
"Take Hiram from the Johnson ites,
T a k e Teddy from the Progs,
Take the Tariff out of ooliti cs.
And the w o rld will slip i ts cogs."
---Sanger (Cal.) News.
"Take Lhe devil out of a ll of us and
there will be less room for pai n."-Carmi (Ill.) Convi11cer, February.
"Take t h e Tariff out of politics?.._
with ease!
'.rak e the w ind o u t of tornado and the water ou t of seas; take the
light out of sunshine and the cold out of
freeze.
"Ta ke the T a riff ou t of politics?" for
su r e! Tak e safe out o f safety and healing out of cure; take stable out of s t a bility-no nation will endure.-Chesterton (Md. ) Enterprise.
"Ta ke the value out of mon ey,
Take the stin g out o f bees,
Take the sweetness out of honey,
Take the t i mber out of trees."
-Newport (N. H .) Champion.
"The talk of taking the Tariff o ut of
politics i s the same as asking fo1· taxation w ithout representation." -Wo rld's
Work.
"While there i s a great endeavor to
take the Tariff o ut of politics why does
n ot some statesman take polftics oul of
t he Tariff?"-Bay City (Mi ch.) National
Farmer .
"Take the Tariff out of politics? Take
the hugs and "kisses out of spooning."Marlon (Ill.) anonymous correspondent.
" T ake the substance ou t of flour a nd
Lhe sweet ness out of sugar." -Trenton
(Mich.) Times.
"Take the Stars from t he fi eld of Old
Gl ory."-Huntingburg
(Intl. )
lndependent.
"Take the value out of m oney,
Take the p l easure out of tun,
Take the swee tness out of honey;
T ake-Oh, what's the use? It can't be
done."
-Plymouth (Mass.) News, Ma rch 24.

"Take the llmbcrn1::,s f rn111 1; :ih I',
Take the spiciness from ,pil-c,
Take the w ood trom out lhe timber,
Take the water o ut of Ice.
(Next ?)"-Astrla (Ore.) Morning Astorlan.
"Tak e t he Tariff ou t or politics?
Take tbe moisture out o f snow.
Take the ·our' out or flour,
And the '!even' out of dough.''
-Fedora (S. D.) Messenger.
"Take the Tariff out of politics! You
might a s w e ll try to tak e the bung out
of bunglc.''-Dccorah (Ia.) Republican.

'"1'11k(' the l out of 100."-ll'filwaukc e
Sentinel.
Tak~ lhe lesson from the learner,
Take the writing Crom the clerk;
'.1'1tlte tho earnings from the earner,
And the worker from his w o rk.
-Gladstone (llich.) Della.
"Ta k e lho Tariff out or pollllcs." '\Vhy
not take "e" out or alphabet, o r laughter
out or chlldhood?-Ashtabu la ( 0.) Star.
"Take the Tariff out of politics."
Take the moisture o u t or rain,
Take th e colors from the rainbow,
Tak e the k ern el out of grain.
-B1·ooktleld (Mo.) Gazelle.
" T a k e the Tariff out o r poli tics? Not
till we have absolute Frec-Trade."Un ion ( N. Y.) Union-Endicott News.
"TakE>. t he raindrops out or showers;
Lake lhc fragrance o ul of flowers."Ord. (N'ebr.) Quiz.
"Or take the 'Bull· out of 'Bull
Moos<.>.' "-Grand l~aplds (Mich.) Herald.
"Take the stars and stripes out of our
nag.
'rake hope out of llfe.'·-A:wu,c•N
EcONOMIST r eader.
"·Tak e the Tarin: out of politics,' Rays
the New York Sun. Take the angel out
oC h<.>aven; take the cooing from lhe
do\'e; take the warble Crom the bird let;
take r el igion out of Jove.''-Elklon
(Mich.) Review.
"Tlu·y can't take-the Tariff out of politics, but they can take IL o ut of the hands
of thr Free-Trade Tariff tln k ers."-Kansas City (l\10.) Liberal News.
"Take the Tarin: out of politics?
It
Is a cry born of forlorn hope. It ts as
fea>'ible as to try lo take the lye out of
soft ~oap."-Tahlequah (Okla.) Sun.
"Tlw <litYerences of opinion and con,•lctlon which put the Tarlf'f question Into
pol1t1cs n r ,, not dllierences as to !acts.
but as to the interpretation o f facts.
Hence the fallacy of 'taking the Tari ff;
question ou t of politics· by cr eating a
mere ~tatlstlcal board. bureau or commission.''-:\Iuncle (Ind.) National Republican.
Take the Tariff out of politics,
Take the motor from lh.,. car;
Take lh c talk out of Teddy;
Tak o the battl<' o ut of war.-Hancock
( lliich.) Copper J ournal.
"Take disaster from our labo r a nd industries without the re-estab lishment of a
High Protecti ve TarifI."-Breaux Brldse
(La.) Advance.
"Take the Tariff out of p olitics!" Take
the gas o u t o' gasoline and the ..old
boat" will s top; take tile electrici t y o ut
o' t h e arc o.nd darkness will prevail.Caldwell (0.) Leader.
Trying to t a ke the Tariff out of p olitics Is causing President ~'llson a good
deal of anxiety, and he Is sl<lest epplng
like 11 bare f ooted boy In a bri er patc h.Bethany (Mo.) Republican.
"Take the Tarlf!'. out of politics? )ligh t
as w e ll take the honey ou t of the hon eymoon.''-RhlnelandE!l' (\Vis.) N ews.

"As well t ry taking selfishness
From out lhe hcnrt of man;
F or t he Demys, in their foolishness,
Wi)J make trade free It they can:·
-Columbus (0.) Saturday Monitor.
"If the T arlf'f were tak en out of poll tics what would PrN1ldentlal candidal<'s
do for an issuo?" -Moblle (Ala.) 'l'ribunc.

"Tbe Tarif'C can be taken out of politics
as easily as the '8quea1· can be taken
Crom the> plg and the •squan· from the
tomcat."-A Nonh Carolina correspondent.
"Remo\'lng the Tariff out o f politics
would be about as e>asy as taking th<'
hole out of the
doughnut."-Mun clo
(Ind.) National Republican.
Tak e the Tarin' out o f politics.
•rake the swrct out of ~ugar.
Take the jingle out of money.
Tak-well, miracles do not happen
any mm·c.- Huntsvillc (Ark.) Republican.
·what Is the use of talking about " r etiring the Tar!f'f from politics." It cannot be done.-Marion (Ia.) R egister.
Taking Tarin' out of politics Is like
taking sfllt out of soup.-Waterloo (Ill.)
R epublican.
To take Tariff out of Politics
And Jet Free-Trad e prevail
l s Just a Democratic trick
That takes food from the dinn<·r pail.
- Craig (Col o. ) Courier.
"Take the Tariff out of politics," shout
th e Democ-ratlc stat esmen as a faint
ho pe.
Y es, tak e lhe color out of the
rainbow.
" 'hen th<> Democrats admit
that we a r e r ight and they are wron g.
let us enact a Protectl\'e Tarire and quit
tampering with It.
The Tari ff'. will be
out of politics, but not until th en.-La
Plata (MO.) Rcpnbll can.
Removing the Tarin' from politics Is
like solving the fourth dimension-especi ally when It com~s to wool.-Amerl can Sheep Breeder and W ool Grower.
Taking. the T ariff o ut o f politics a lways reminds us of the hospital report
of the medical lnu•rne who wrote hlR
chief: "The operatio n proved preemi nently successful, but the patient died.''
AMEUCAN
EcoN0>11sT Contributor.
"Take the n otes out of music.''-AMER•
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